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Convergence across States
and Regions
AN IMPORTANTeconomic question is whether poor countries or regions

tend to converge toward rich ones. We want to know, for example,
whether the poor countries of Africa, South Asia, and Latin America
will growfasterthanthe developed countries,whetherthe south of Italy
will become like its north, whether and how fast the eastern regions of
Germanywill attain the prosperity of the western regions, and-in a
historicalcontext-how the AmericanSouth became nearly as well off
as the North.
Althoughsome economictheoriespredictconvergence, the empirical
evidence has been a subject of debate. In this study we add to the
evidence by extendingour previousanalysisof economic growthacross
the U.S. states.' We examine the growth and dispersion of personal
income since 1880 and relate the patterns for individualstates to the
behaviorof regions.We thenanalyzethe interplaybetweennet migration
andeconomicgrowth.We also studythe evolutionof gross stateproduct
since 1963and relate the behaviorof aggregateproductto productivity
in eight majorsectors. The overall evidence weighs heavily in favor of
convergence:bothfor sectors andfor stateaggregates,percapitaincome
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and productin poor states tend to grow faster than in rich states. The
rate of convergence is, however, not rapid:the gap between the typical
poor and rich state diminishesat roughly2 percenta year.
We apply the same frameworkto patternsof convergence across 73
regions of Western Europe since 1950. The process of convergence
withinthe Europeancountriesis in manyrespects similarto thatfor the
United States. In particular,the rate of convergence is again about 2
percenta year.
We concludeby usingthe findingsto forecastthe convergenceprocess
for the eastern regions of unified Germany. The results are not very
encouraging.If the historiesof the U.S. states andEuropeanregionsare
useful guides, the convergence process will occur, but only at a slow
pace.
Framework of the Analysis
Ourprevious study, which we refer to as our 1990study throughout
the rest of this paper, examined convergence patterns for economic
growthacross the U.S. states.2We based our mainanalysis on a growth
equationthat derives, as a log-linearapproximation,from the transition
pathof the neoclassicalgrowthmodelfor closed economies.3We follow
the sameresearchstrategyin this paper;thatis, we beginwiththe closedeconomy frameworkandthen considerhow the modelwouldbe affected
by open-economy elements that are important to U.S. states and
Europeanregions.
We showed in our 1990study that the transitionalgrowthprocess in
the neoclassical model can be approximatedas
(1)

(1/1) log(ysityi,,T)
.

=

x; + log(9/i,,T)

* (1 -

e-P)IT + ui,

where i indexes the economy, t indexes time, yit is per capita output
(equalto incomeper personas well as incomeper workerin the standard
model), xi is the steady-stateper capita growth rate (correspondingto
exogenous, labor-augmentingtechnological progress in the standard
model),9,, is outputper effective worker(thatis, the numberof workers
adjustedfor the effect of technologicalprogress),9i is the steady-state
2. BarroandSala-i-Martin(1990).
3. Solow (1956); Cass (1965); Koopmans (1965).
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level of output per effective worker, T is the length of the observation
interval,the coefficient 3 is the rate of convergence, and ui,is an error
term. (The errorterm is a distributedlag of disturbancesbetween dates
t - T and t.) Thus the convergence coefficient, 3, indicates the rate at

whichyitapproaches9*.
On the productionside, the neoclassical model assumes diminishing
returnsto capital, exogenous technologicalprogress, full employment,
a fixed relationbetween the laborforce and population,and exogenous
growth of population.With respect to preferences, the model assumes
thatthe savingratederives fromthe choices madeby utility-maximizing
households over an infinitehorizon. (The infinitehorizoncan represent
individualswho are connected to their descendants througha chain of
intergenerationaltransfers.)The steady-statevalue of outputper effective worker, 9>, depends on the parametersof technology and preferences. We can extend the notion of technology to include natural
resources, such as geography,fertile land, and the availabilityof minerals, as well as governmentalpolicies (considered exogenous) that
affect propertyrights,the provisionof infrastructureservices, tax rates,
and so on.
The Rate of Convergence

The convergencecoefficient,P, dependson the productivityof capital
and the willingnessto save. In particular,the source of convergence in
the neoclassical growth model is the assumed diminishingreturns to
capital. If the ratio of capital (and hence output) to effective labor
declines relative to the steady-stateratio, then the marginalproductof
capitalrises. Therefore,for a given savingbehavior,an economy grows
faster the furtherit is below the steady state, that is, the higher9g/i ,_ T
in equation 1. If we compare differentproductionfunctions, then i is
higherif diminishingreturnsto capital set in faster. For example, for a
Cobb-Douglasproduction function with capital share a, a smaller a
correspondsto a larger P. As the capital share tends to one, so that
diminishingreturnsto capital no longer apply, the rate of convergence
tends to zero. This case correspondsto endogenousgrowthmodels with
constantreturnsto a broadconcept of capital.4
4. See discussionin Rebelo (1990).
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The rate of convergence also depends on saving behavior, although
more on the variationin the saving rate over the transitionto the steady
state thanon the level of the savingrate. We have exploredthese effects
in a related paper, one result of which is that a greaterwillingness to
substitute intertemporally tends to raise

(.5

Althoughthe coefficient a can differ across economies, we neglect
these differences in the subsequent discussion. This assumption is
probablysatisfactoryfor the U.S. states, which are likely to be similar
in terms of the underlyingparametersof technology and preferences.
Thetheoryalso impliesthatpuredifferencesin the levels of technologyand hence in levels of per capita income that derive from these technologicaldifferences-do not affect P. Thus, the convergencecoefficients,
(, can be similaracross economies that appearin other respects to be
very different.
We noted in our 1990study that our empiricalestimates of a for the
U.S. states-somewhat greaterthan 2 percent a year-accord with the
neoclassical growth model only if diminishingreturnsto capital set in
very slowly. For example, with a Cobb-Douglasproductionfunction,
the capital-sharecoefficient, ot,has to be in the neighborhoodof 0.8. We
also argued that this high value for ot is reasonable if we take the
appropriatelybroad view of capital to include nonhumanand human
components. That is, education and other expenditureson people are
importantpartsof the investmentprocess.
Capital and Labor Mobility
The closed-economy model cannot be applied literally to the U.S.
states or the regions of other countries. If technologies are the same,
then convergence in per capita outputs and capital stocks occurs more
rapidlyin open economies than in closed economies, whereas convergence in per capitaincomes and assets occurs less rapidly.6Models that
assume perfect capital mobility tend to have unrealisticimplications,
such as the predictionthat the most patient economy, the one with the
lowest rateof time preference,owns everythingasymptoticallyandthat
5. BarroandSala-i-Martin(1991,chap. 1).
6. BarroandSala-i-Martin(1990)discusses some implicationsof capitalmobility.
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less patient economies eventually have negative assets and negligible
consumptionper effective worker.7Also, our empiricalfindingsdo not
exhibit the distinctions in the behavior of output and income that are
predictedby models with perfect capital markets.We have considered
models in which "imperfections"in capital marketsimply that only a
fractionof physical capitalserves as collateralon loans.8In the context
of the U.S. states, such models applyif the residentsor the government
of a state cannot borrow nationallyto finance all their expenditureson
educationand other forms of investmentin humancapital. This type of
model predicts that productand income eventually behave in a similar
mannerandthat each exhibitsthe kindof convergencepropertyimplied
by the closed-economy specificationof equation 1.
In a model that allows for labor mobility, raw labor tends to migrate
towardrichereconomies, whichhave higherwage rates. Thismovement
of persons lowers the capital-laborratio in places with initially high
ratios;hence, diminishingreturnsto capital set in more rapidlyand the
convergence coefficient, 3, is higherfor any given parametersof preferences and technology.9In other words, if the other parametersare
given, the capital-share coefficient for a Cobb-Douglas production
function would have to be even higher than 0.8 to be consistent with
empiricalestimates of P.
The rate of convergence also tends to be higher if we allow for the
flow of technologicaladvancesfromrichto pooreconomies.10However,
differences in levels of technology can alter the implicationsof capital
mobility. Human and physical capital may move from poor to rich
economies and therebycreate a force towarddivergence.
7. Some of the counterfactualresults of open-economymodels with perfect capital
marketsdisappearif we assume that people become less patientas they raise assets and
consumption;see Uzawa (1968).This formof preferencesis introspectivelyunappealing,
but Blanchard(1985)shows that the aggregationacross individualsmakes overall economies act this way. In particular,the initiallymost patienteconomy stops shortof owning
everythingin the long run, and the less patient economies do not tend toward zero
consumptionpereffectiveworker.Assets are, however, stilllikelyto becomenegativefor
less patienteconomies.
8. CohenandSachs (1986);BarroandSala-i-Martin(1991,chap. 2).
9. Convergencecan be less rapid if immigrantsto rich economies are substantially
above averagein humancapital. See Borjas(1990)for a discussionof the characteristics
of immigrants.
10. See Nelson andPhelps(1966)for an earlymodelof technologicaldiffusion.
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Two Concepts of Convergence

We discussed in our 1990study two concepts of convergencerelated
to equation1. The first,called 3convergence, relatesto poor economies
growing faster than rich ones, and the second, called a convergence,
involves a decline over time in the cross-sectional dispersion of per
capita income or product. The model in this paper implies a form of
conditionala convergence in that, for given steady-statevalues xi and
9i , an economy's per capita growthrate is higherthe lower the starting
level of per capita output, Yit - T. The convergence is conditionalin that
IT enters in relation to 9i, which may differ across economies. The
coefficient i measures the speed of this conditional convergence. To
isolate i empiricallywe have to hold constant the differences in the
steady-state values xi and 9i. Although we included some additional
variablesas proxies for these differences, we found that the variations
in the steady-state values seemed to be minor across the U.S. states.
These variations appeared to be more significant across a group of
relatively homogeneous countries, such as the OECD members, and
were considerablymoreimportantacrossa broadsampleof 98 countries.
Even if xi and 9i are identical across a group of economies, a positive i coefficient need not imply that the cross-sectional dispersionof
per capitaoutput,yit,diminishesover time. A positive i tends to reduce
the dispersion in log(yit)from equation 1, but new shocks, uit,tend to
raise it. Equation1 implies, for a given distributionof uit,that the crosssectional standarddeviation of log(yit),denoted at, approachesa constant a. The dispersion,at, falls (or rises) over time if it startsabove (or
below) cr;hence, i convergence (in the sense of i > 0) need not implya
convergence (in the sense of a decliningat). If the steady-statevalue 9i*
differs across economies, we could also consider a conditionalform of
a convergence. Thatis, conditionala convergenceapplies if the dispersion of the deviations, log(9it)- log(9P),diminishesover time. Because
this concept relies heavily on measuresof the 9P, we have not attempted
to implementthis idea.
We can bring out the distinction between i and a convergence by
considering two different kinds of questions. Suppose that we are
interested in how fast and to what extent the per capita income of a
particulareconomy is likely to catch up to the average of per capita
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incomes across economies. Then i convergence is the concept that
matters. Suppose, on the other hand, that we want to know how the
distributionof per capita income across economies has behaved in the
past or is likely to behave in the future. In this case, a convergence is
the relevantconcept."I
Many disturbances, such as war and shocks to agricultureor oil,
affect economies differentially.These disturbancestend to temporarily
raisethe cross-sectionalvarianceof the errorterm, uit,andtherebyraise
at above a. Subsequently,if the long-rundistributionof uitis unchanged,
at tends to fall graduallyback to the value a. Events related to war,
agriculture,or oil can also affect groups of economies in a correlated
manner;when such an event occurs, the uitare not independentdraws
over the economies, i. In our previouswork, we used regionaldummies
andmeasuresof sectoralcompositionof outputto addressthis problem.
That is, we treatedthe ui, as independentover i once we includedthese
additionalvariablesin the regressions.
The failure to introduce these additionalvariables can also lead to
biased estimates of the coefficient 3, contingenton the realizationof a
particularshock. Consider,for example,anadverseshock to agricultural
output in a setting in which agriculturaleconomies start with below
11. Quah (1990) discusses a and cr convergence in terms of Galton's fallacy: the
observationthat heightsof persons in a familyregressto the meanacross generations(a
formof a convergence)does not implythatthe dispersionof heightsacrossthe population
diminishesover time (an exampleof crconvergence).None of this makes a convergence
uninteresting,as Quah seems to suggest;it just points out that a and urconvergenceare
differentconcepts. Oneexampleof the Quah-Galtoneffect is the ordinalrankingsof teams
in a sportsleague. Althoughcr,is constantby definition(so crconvergencecannotapply),
we can still think of a convergencein terms of how rapidlyteams at the bottom of the
rankingtend to reboundtowardthe middleor how quicklychampionstend to revert to
mediocrity.The sports example also leads naturallyto the issue of overshooting:is a
currentlyweak team or countrylikely to be in a better position than a currentlystrong
teamor countryat some futuredate?In the Quah-Galtoncontext, if person 1 is tallerthan
person2, would we predictthat the offspringof person2 would eventuallybe tallerthan
those of person 1? This type of overshootingcannot occur in the standardneoclassical
growthmodel, which generatesa first-orderdifferentialequationthat is approximatedin
the linearlog-differenceformof equation1. Thus, if x* andy* are the same for all i, then
if economy 1 startsout aheadof economy 2 we would predictthat economy 1 would still
be aheadof economy2 at any date in the future.Ourconjectureis thatheightsalso satisfy
this property,althoughwe have not examinedthe data. The possibilityof overshooting
seems morelikelyfor the rankingsof sportsteams;in fact, this areamaybe the best place
to apply models of overshooting.For an overview of these models, see Schools Brief
(1990).
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Figure 1. Convergenceof Personal Income across U.S. States: 1880 Income
and Income Growth from 1880 to 1988
Annualgrowthrate, 1880-1988 (percent)
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Sources: Bureau of Economic Analysis (1984), Easterlin (1960a, 1960b), and Survey of CiurrenitBuisiniess, various
issues. The postal abbreviation for each state is used to plot the figure. Oklahoma, Alaska, and Hawaii are excluded
from the analysis.

average per capita product. Because of the positive correlation of the
shock with Yij- T, we would underestimate i if we did not hold the shock
constant.

Personal Income across U.S. States
Figure 1 shows the broad pattern of i convergence for per capita
personal income, exclusive of all transfers, for 47 U.S. states or territories from 1880 to 1988.12 The figure shows the strong negative corre12. The dataon personalincomearefromBureauof EconomicAnalysis(1984),recent
issues of Surveyof CurrentBusiness, andEasterlin(1960a,1960b).See our 1990studyfor
a discussion.Thereareno datafor Oklahomafor 1880(whichprecededthe Oklahomaland
rush)andwe excludeAlaska,Hawaii,andthe Districtof Columbiathroughouttheanalysis.
We use nominalincomefiguresdeflatedby the overallconsumerpriceindex (CPI).If the
price level is the same for all states at each point in time, then we can just as well use
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lation (-0.93) between the average growth rate from 1880to 1988and
the log of per capita personal income in 1880.The means and standard
deviations for these and other variables are reported in the appendix
tables.
As expected the southernstates tendedto have low per capitaincome
in 1880and high average growth rates thereafter. Less well known is
thatthe western states had above-averageper capitaincome in 1880and
below-averagegrowththereafter.
Althoughregionalcatch-upis part of the overall convergence story,
figures 2 and 3 show that the pattern between regions (East, South,
Midwest, and West) is similarto that withinregions. Figure2 shows the
four data points that correspondto the regionalmeans. Figure3 shows
the patternwhen the state growth rates and logs of initial income are
measured relative to their respective regional means. The relations
between growth rates and starting levels from figures 2 and 3 are
quantitativelysimilar.
Basic Regression Results

Table 1 shows regressionestimatesof the convergencecoefficient, ,
for nine subperiods of the U.S. sample from 1880 to 1988. The first
columnis a form of equation 1 that includes only a constant and the log
of each state's initialpersonalincome per capita. Althoughmost of the
estimated coefficients are significantlypositive, the magnitudesvary a
great deal and two of the point estimates are negative. (Recall that we
definethe coefficientP in equation1 so thata positive P meansthatpoor
economies grow faster than rich ones.) If we constrainthe estimate of
,3to be the same for all subperiods,the resultingjoint estimate is ,3 =
0.0175, or in the neighborhoodof 2 percent a year. However, a likelihood-ratiotest, shown in the table, stronglyrejects the hypothesis that
,3is stable over the subperiods.13
nominalincome figuresin our cross-sectionalanalysis. If prices differacross states at a
pointin time-that is, if therearedeparturesfrompurchasing-power
parity-then it would
be preferableto use individual-statedeflators.We think,however,thatthe availableprice
indexes across states do not improveon the assumptionof a commonprice level. (The
analysisrequiresonly constantrelativepricesfor growthrates, but equallevels of prices
for levels of realincome.)
13. These results come froman iterative,weighted,nonlinearleast squaresmethod,
which allows for heteroscedasticityacross the subperiodsbut not for correlationof the
error terms over the subperiods. We have also estimated systems that allow for the
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Figure 2. Convergenceof Personal Income across U.S. Regions:
1880 Income and Income Growth from 1880 to 1988
Annualgrowthrate, 1880-1988 (percent)
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Sources: Bureau of Economic Analysis (1984), Easterlin (1960a, 1960b), and Survey of Currsenit Buisiniess, various
issues. The four data points correspond to the regional means.

The second equationof table 1 introducesregionaldummiesfor each
subperiod. These dummies proxy for differences in the steady-state
values, xi and9>,andalso absorbfixedregionaleffects in the errorterm,
uit. Although the fits are improved and the variation in ,1 over the
subperiodsis somewhatreduced, the results still reject the hypothesis
of , stabilityover the periods. The restrictedpoint estimate, , for the
nine subperiods,0.0189, is similarto that reportedin the first column.
The estimatefrom the second equationreflects within-region 3convercorrelationby using seeminglyunrelatedregression,or SURE. In most cases, the results
of hypothesis tests are similar. In some cases, however, we had difficultygetting the
estimatesto convergebecause of the interactionof the nonlinearityin the modelwith the
large numberof parametersintroducedby the SURE procedure.Probablyit would be
better to estimateparsimoniousrepresentationsthat allow for a restrictedform of serial
correlationin the errors,ratherthanan arbitrarypatternacross the subperiods.
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Figure 3. Convergenceof Personal Income, U.S. States Relative to Regional
Means: 1880 Income and Income Growth from 1880 to 1988
Relativegrowthrate, 1880-1988(percent)a
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issues. The postalabbreviationfor each state is used to plot the figure.Oklahoma,Alaska,and Hawaiiare excluded
from the analysis. The figureshows the patternwhen the state growth rates and the logs of initial income are
measuredrelativeto the respectiveregionalmeans.
a. Growthis measuredby the deviationof the averageper capitagrowthrate of personalincome in each state
from 1880to 1988fromthe averagegrowthratefor that state's respectiveregionover the same period.

gence, whereas that from the firstreflects a combinationof within-and
between-regionconvergence. Hence, as also suggested by figures 1-3,
the results indicate that the within- and between-region rates of ,B
convergenceare similar.
AdditionalExplanatoryVariables
The last equation of table 1 adds two additional variables to the
regression.The first, denotedAgryi.T, is the share of personalincome
originatingin agriculturein state i at the startof each subperiod(thatis,
in year t - T). This variableis availablefor all of the subperiodssince
1880. As with the regionaldummies, the agriculturevariablecan hold
constantthe differencesin steady-statevalues, xi and9i, as well as the
commoneffects relatedto agriculturein the errorterm.
The second variable, denoted Sit for structure,relates to the break-
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Table 1. Regressionsfor PersonalIncomeacrossU.S. States, 1880-1988

Basic equation
Period

3

Equationwith
regionaldummies

R2 ]R2

Equatiotnwith
regionaldummies
and sectoral
variablesa

[

R2[6]

1880-1900

0.0101
(0.0022)

0.36
[0.0068]

0.0224
(0.0040)

0.62
[0.0054]

0.0268
(0.0048)

0.65
[0.0053]

1900-20

0.0218
(0.0032)

0.62
[0.0065]

0.0209
(0.0063)

0.67
[0.0062]

0.0269
(0.0075)

0.71
[0.0060]

1920-30

-0.0149
(0.0051)

0.14
[0.0132]

-0.0122
(0.0074)

0.43
[0.0111]

0.0218
(0.0112)

0.64
[0.0089]

1930-40

0.0141
(0.0030)

0.35
[0.0073]

0.0127
(0.0051)

0.36
[0.0075]

0.0119
(0.0072)

0.46
[0.0071]

1940-50

0.0431
(0.0048)
0.0190
(0.0035)

0.72
[0.0078]
0.42
[0.0050]

0.0373
(0.0053)
0.0202
(0.0052)

0.86
[0.0057]

0.89
[0.0053]

0.49
[0.0048]

0.0236
(0.0060)
0.0305
(0.0054)

0.66
[0.0041]

1960-70

0.0246
(0.0039)

0.51
[0.0045]

0.0135
(0.0043)

0.68
[0.0037]

0.0173
(0.0053)

0.72
[0.0036]

1970-80

0.0198
(0.0062)

0.21
[0.0060]

0.0119
(0.0069)

0.36
[0.0056]

0.0042
(0.0070)

0.46
[0.0052]

1980-88

-0.0060
(0.0130)

0.00
[0.0142]

-0.0005
(0.01 14)

0.51
[0.0103]

0.0146
(0.0099)

0.76
[0.0075]

1950-60

Nine periods combined!
f3 restricted

0.0175
(0.0013)

...

0.0189
(0.0019)

...

0.0224
(0.0022)

...

Likelihood-ratio statisticc
P-value

65.6
0.000

.. .

32.1
0.000

. . .

12.4
0.134

...

Sources: Authors'own calculationsusing Bureauof EconomicAnalysis (1984), Easterlin(1960a, 1960b),and
Survey of Current Business, variousissues. All regressionsare for the continentalstates, except for the 1880-1900
period,in whichOklahomais excludedfor allequationsandWyomingis excludedin the lastequation.Theregressions
use nonlinearleast squaresto estimateequationsof the form:
(1/7)109og(y/yi,- T) = a - [log(y ,,-T)I(I- e-)(1/1) + othervariables,
whereyi,,- T iS the per capitapersonalincomein state i at the beginningof the interval,dividedby the overallCPI;
y,i is the realper capitapersonalincomein state i at timet; T is the lengthof the observationinterval;and the other
variablesare regionaldummiesand the variablesdescribedin note a. Standarderrors are in parentheses.The
standarderrorsof the regressionsare in brackets.
a. The additionalvariablesin the thirdcolumnare the shareof personalincomeoriginatingin agricultureat the
startof the period,Agry; - T, and the structuralcompositionvariable,Si,, describedin the text. Datafor Si, are only
availablesince 1929.
b. The combinedregressionrestrictsthe value of , to be the same across all nine subperiods.The restrictedP
are estimatedusingiterative,weighted,nonlinearleast squares.
c. The likelihoodratiotest is based on the nullhypothesisthat the , are the same across all nine subperiods.It
follows a chi-squared(x2)distribution;the 0.05 x2 value with eight degreesof freedomis 15.5.

down of state i's personalincomeinto nine standardsectors:agriculture;
mining; construction; manufacturing;transportation;wholesale and
retail trade; finance, insurance, real estate; services; and government.
We first compute the nationalgrowth rates of per capita income originatingin each sector for each subperiod.Then we weight the national
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growthrates by the share of each sector in state i's personalincome at
the startof the subperiod.Hence, the formulafor Sit is
9

(2)

Sit

=

Wij,t-T

log(yjtyj,

t-T),

where Wijt- T iSthe weight of sectorj in state i's personalincome at time
t - T, andyjtis the nationalaverageof personalincome in sectorj at time
t, expressed as a ratio to nationalpopulationat time t. Aside from the
effect of changingsectoralweights withina state, the variableSit would
equal the total growth rate of per capita personal income in state i
between years t - Tandt if each of the state's sectors grewat the national
averageratefor that sector. In particular,the variableSit reflectsshocks
to agriculture,oil, and so on, in a way that interacts with state i's
concentrationin those sectors. We think of Sit as a proxy for common
effects related to sectoral composition in the errorterm, uit.Note that
Sit depends on contemporaneousrealizationsof nationalvariables, but
only on lagged values of state variables. Because the impact of an
individualstate on nationalaggregatesis small, Sit can be nearlyexogenous with respect to the individualerrortermfor state i.
We have the datato constructSit only since 1929.For thatreason, we
also include the variable Agryit-T, described above, as a separate
influence. We includeAgryi, Tfor all subperiods,althoughthe results
are similar if we omit this variablefor the subperiodsbeginningafter
1929.
When the two variables, Agryi,_ and Sit, are included in the regressions, the principalnew findingis that the estimates of f3are much
more stable across periods. The greaterstabilityarises because we hold
constantthe shocks (forsome subperiods)thatare correlatedwith initial
per capita income as well as hold constant those that affect groups of
states in common. For example, agriculturesuffered relative to other
sectors in the 1920s.14 Because agriculturalstates hadbelow-averageper
capitaincome in 1920,we estimate negative f3coefficientsfor the 192030 subperiodin the first two columns. But, once we hold constant the
14. The ratioof the wholesale price index (WPI)for farmproductsto the CPI for all
itemsfell at an annualrateof 3.5 percentfrom 1920to 1930.Overthatperiod,the average
growthrateof realper capitafarmincome-nominal incomedividedby the CPIandfarm
population-was - 2.7 percent a year. In contrast, the averagegrowth rate of real per
capita nonfarmpersonalincome was 0.8 percent a year. The data are from Bureauof
EconomicAnalysis(1973)and Bureauof the Census(1975).
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differencesin agriculturalshares, Agryi,_T, we estimate a f3coefficient
for this subperiodthat is similarto those foundfor the other subperiods.
The joint estimate for the nine subperiodsis now f3 = 0.0224 (s.e.
0.0022) and we accept the hypothesis of coefficient stability at the
5 percentlevel. Thus, as noted before, the results suggestf convergence
at a rate somewhatabove 2 percenta year.15
The estimatesof f3convergenceshown in the last columnsof the table
are net of compositionaleffects from shifts of persons out of agriculture
and toward higher productivityjobs in industry and services.16 These
effects are held constant by the initial agriculturalshares, Agryit-T,
which are includedas regressors. In particular,if we add the change in
-

the agricultural share, Agryit - Agryi t-T, to the regressions, the joint

estimateof f3is virtuallyunchangedfromthat shown in the last equation.
In general, industry-mixeffects matterfor the results if shifts in income
shares among sectors with differentaverage levels of productivityare
correlatedwith initiallevels of per capita income. It is unclearthat we
would want to filterout this kind of effect in measuringf3convergence,
but, in any event, our examinationof productivitydata from the postWorld War II period suggests that shifts between agriculture and
nonagriculturewould be the principaleffect of this type.
We have also computedregressionestimatesthatparallelthose in the
last equationof table 1 but exploit only the between-regionvariationin
15. It is well knownthattemporarymeasurementerroriny,, canleadto anoverestimate
of the convergencecoefficient,,B.In previousresearchwe have takenseveralapproaches
to assessing the likely magnitudeof this effect. See Barro(1991)and Barroand Sala-iMartin(1990).In one approachwe relatedthe growthrateof incomebetweent - Tandt,
T), to income at a date priorto t- T, say to log(y;, T-T'). If measurement
(l/l)log(yi,/y',
errordoes not persist over an intervalgreaterthan T' (which we took to be five or ten
years), then with a plausiblemagnitudefor P3,the asymptoticbias in this form is in the
directionopposite to that in the originalform. Because the empiricalestimatesof ,Bfrom
the two formsdid not differgreatly,we arguedthatthe effects of measurementerrorwere
unlikelyto be major.
16. We do not have reliabledata on agriculturalemployment,but the data on farm
populationsuggestthat this productivitydifferentialis large, at least in earlieryears. We
measure farm productivityas farm national income divided by farm populationand
measurenonfarmproductivityas nonfarmnationalincomedividedby nonfarmpopulation.
Usingthese conceptsof productivity,the ratioof nonfarmto farmproductivitywas 4.0 in
1889,2.7 in 1899,2.3 in 1909,2.9 in 1920,3.6 in 1930,3.7 in 1940,2.4 in 1960,1.8 in 1970,
1.6 in 1980,and 1.5 in 1988.The data are from Bureauof EconomicAnalysis(1973)and
Bureauof the Census(1975, 1990).One shortcomingof these measuresof productivityis
thattheydo notadjustfordifferencesinfamilysize betweenfarmandnonfarmpopulations.
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growth rates. Because we have four regions and nine subperiods, we
now have 36 observations of per capita growth rates. (With a single f3
coefficient, this system has 25 independentvariables and therefore 11
degrees of freedom.) The joint estimate of f3is 0.0187 (s.e. = 0.0069),
which does not differ greatly from the joint estimate shown in the last
equation of table 1. Thus, as noted before, the between-region f3
convergence is similarto the within-regionconvergence. We would not
get this similarityif the states in the four regions differed substantially
(after holding constant the regional differences in Agryi,t-T and Sit) in
terms of the steady-state values, x4 and 9!, in equation 1. Thus, the
findingssuggest that the regions are convergingtoward similarsteadystate behaviorof per capitaincome.
Dispersion of Personal Income

Figure 4 shows the unweightedcross-sectional standarddeviation,
at, for the log of per capitapersonalincome for 48 U.S. states from 1880

to 1988.(Theobservationfor 1880appliesto 47 states or territories.The
dataareplottedfor 1880,1900,1920,1929,1930,1940,1950,andannually
since 1955.)We concentratefor now on the datathatexcludegovernment
transfers,which are the figuresthat we have used thus far.
Figure4 shows that the dispersionof personalincome declined from
0.54 in 1880to 0.33 in 1920,butthen rose to 0.40 in 1930.This rise reflects
the adverse shock to agriculture during the 1920s; the effect on

(Ft is

pronouncedbecause the agriculturalstates were alreadybelow average
in per capitaincome before the shock. After 1930,ortfellto 0.35 in 1940,
0.24 in 1950,0.21 in 1960, 0.17 in 1970, and a low point of 0. 14 in 1976.
The sharpdecline duringthe 1940sreflects the favorableexperience of
agriculture.17The patternof long-termdecline in o-treversed after the
mid-1970s,and crtrose to 0.15 in 1980and0.19 in 1988.We thinkthat the
increase in crtafter the mid-1970srelates to oil shocks. A later section
discusses these effects inthe contextof comparingthe resultsforpersonal
income with those based on gross state product.
17. The ratioof the WPIfor farmproductsto the CPIfor all items grew at an average
annualrateof 9.5 percentfrom 1940to 1950.Over this period,the averagegrowthrateof
realpercapitafarmincome(nominalincomedividedby the CPIandfarmpopulation)was
7.8 percenta year, comparedto 2.9 percenta year for real per capitanonfarmpersonal
income.The dataare fromBureauof the Census(1975).
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Figure 4. Dispersion of Personal Income across U.S. States, 1880-1988
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Sources: Authors' own calculations using Bureau of Economic Analysis (1984), Easterlin (1960a, 1960b), and
Survey of Curr'S'enitButsiniess, various issues. The data are for the continental U.S. states, except the 1880 figure,
which excludes Oklahoma. The data are plotted for 1880, 1900, 1920, 1929, 1930, 1940, 1950, and annually since
1955.

a. Incomedispersionis measuredby the unweightedcross-sectionalstandarddeviationof the log of per capita
personalincome.
b. Data on the dispersionof per capitapersonalincomeinclusiveof governmenttransferpaymentsare included
since 1929,althoughthe effect of includingtransferpaymentsis negligiblebefore 1950.

The broadobservationfrom figure4 is a long-termdecline in (t from
a value above 0.5 to a plateau around0.15-0.20. This patternaccords
with the orconvergence predictedby the neoclassical growth model if
the states began, in 1880, with a dispersion that was well above the
steady-statevalue, (T.If we use the observed values, (01880 = 0.545 and
0V1988 = 0.194, and the previous estimate, f3 = 0.02 a year, then we can
estimate the standarddeviation, cru,of the annualerrorterm as 0.037.
This value impliesthat the steady-statedispersionis 0. 18.18
One aspect of the high dispersion in 1880 is the low per capita incomes

of southernstates relative to nonsouthernstates, a patternthat can be
18. To estimate ,, we use the first-differenceequationfor?2, derivedin our 1990study:
,2 /(1 - e-2)
+ [or2 - r2,/(1 - e-2p)]e- 2.
The steady-statevariance,c2, equalsthe

U2=

first term in this formula, ,r2/(j -

e-').
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tracedback to the CivilWar.As discussed in our 1990study, in 1840the
average income in the South was not very much below that in the nonSouth, but in 1880 it was about 50 percent of that in the non-South.
Another element is that the western states, which resembled new
territoriesin 1880,had relativelyhigh per capita incomes at the start of
the sample. Some of this high income representedtemporaryopportunities in mining.

Figure4 also shows the values of cr,computedfrom personalincome
inclusive of governmenttransferpayments.'9 (Ourdata on transfersdo
not separate the amounts received from the federal governmentfrom
those receivedfromstate andlocal governments.)As mightbe expected,
governmenttransfersreduce the dispersion of personal income, since
many of these transfersaim to supplementthe income of lower-income
individuals. The ratio of transfers to personal income exclusive of
transfersis substantiallynegatively correlatedwith the log of personal
incomeexclusive of transfers.For example, the correlationbetween the
transferratio and the log of personal income exclusive of transfersis
- 0.76 in 1987.On the other hand, the time patternfor cr,is similarwith
andwithouttransfers.The quantitativeeffect of the transfercomponent
has been increasingover time. It is negligible in 1950, but by 1987 r1,
exclusive of transfersis 0.187, whereas cr,inclusive of transfersis 0.165.
Whenpersonal income dispersion(excludingtransfers)is computed
across regions ratherthan states, the time path is very similarto that in
figure4. Figure5 shows the underlyingdataon averagepercapitaincome
for the four regions. This figureshows clearly that the averageincomes
in each regionhave gotten much closer over time.20The maininference
from figure 5 is that a lot of the long-termreduction in u, reflects the
typicalsouthernandwesternstatebecomingmorelike the typicaleastern
and midwesternstate.
Figure6 shows the patternsfor c-,withineach of the four regions.The
long-term decline in income dispersion among the western states is
apparent, but the other patterns are less straightforward.One clear
19. The data on transferscome from the CommerceDepartmentand only begin in
1929.Since the amountsof transfersfor earlieryearsare small,the behaviorof U,withand
withouttransferswouldbe similarbefore 1929.
20. See Easterlin(1960a)and Borts and Stein (1964, chap. 2) for relatedanalyses of
the regionaldispersionof per capitapersonalincome.
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Figure 5. Personal Income of U.S. Regions, 1880-1988
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result, however, is that the values of crtwithin each of the four regions
are essentially the same towardthe end of the sample.
The regional patterns highlight the distinction between or and f3
convergencethat was discussed earlier.Withrespect to orconvergence,
the narrowingof the gap in average incomes across regions is a central
element of the story, and the changes within regions are a sideshow. In
contrast, the estimated speeds of f3 convergence between and within
regions are virtually identical. That is, relatively poor eastern states
(such as Maine and Vermont in 1880)tended to catch up to relatively
rich eastern states (Massachusettsand Rhode Island in 1880)about as
fast as the poor southernstatetendedto catchup to the betteroff western
or easternstate. These findingsare consistentwith the underlyingmodel
if the initially high values of rt reflected temporarydisturbancesthat
affected entire regions (such as the Civil War and the opening of territories in the West).
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Figure 6. Dispersion of Personal Income within U.S. Regions, 1880-1988
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Sources: Authors' own calculations using Bureau of Economic Analysis (1984), Easterlin (1960a, 1960b), and
Suirvey of CutrrentBuisiness, various issues. The data are plotted for 1880, 1900, 1920, every ten-year interval that
follows, and 1988.
a. Income dispersion is measured by the unweighted cross-sectional standard deviation of the log of per capita
personal income.

Net Migration across U.S. States
This section, which extends the work of Sala-i-Martin,examines the
migrationof persons amongthe U.S. states in the context of the process
of growthand convergence thatwe have been considering.21 As already
mentioned,the process of convergence is quickenedby movements of
people out of areas where ratios of capital to workers are low-and
hence wage rates and levels of per capitaincome are also low-to areas
where they are high. We investigatewhetherthe flows of net migration
accordwith this story and whetherthese flows are a substantialforce in
the convergencewe have estimatedfor the U.S. states.
21. Sala-i-Martin(1990,chap. 5).
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Modeling Net Migration
Suppose thatpeople (andhence workers)are identicalandthat states
offer the same amenities,governmentpolicies, and so on. Suppose that
places differ by initial ratios of physical capital to labor, and hence by
wage rates, and that existing capital cannot move. Then, people are
motivatedto move fromlow-wage to high-wageareas.
If movingwere costless, the migrationof persons would equalizeper
capita incomes instantaneouslyaccordingto the model. In truth, however, moving entails costs, which include direct outlays for transportation, costs of familiarizingoneself with new jobs and surroundings,
psychic costs of leaving acquaintances, and so on. If we allow for
heterogeneityamongpersons, then the costs of movingdifferin accordance with age, family status, occupation, and other characteristicsthat
affect the direct and indirect costs of moving or preferences about
moving. Therefore, not all persons in low-wage areas are motivatedto
leave at a given point in time. This conclusion is reinforcedif we allow
for heterogeneityofjobs andworkersso thatwage ratesandemployment
involve featuresof a matchingproblem.
Furthermore,the costs of moving into an area may depend on the
aggregateflow of persons into thatarea.This rateof flow could influence
job-search costs (which would show up in properlydefinedwage rates
of new entrants) and housing costs. Thus, even if we abstract from
matchingconsiderations,these elements implythat not all migrantswill
go to the same place at a given point in time.
In addition to moving costs, other factors enter into an empirical
analysis of net migration.If places differ in the amenities that affect
utilityorproduction,such as climate,naturalresources,andgovernment
policies, then the long-runequilibriumdescribed by Jennifer Roback
entails a rangeof wage rates for identicalworkers, along with a rangeof
populationdensities andlandprices.22Althoughwage rates differacross
places, these variations perfectly compensate for differences in land
prices and amenities;hence people will have no incentive to move. In
terms of the reduced form, the equilibriumwage rate and population
22. Roback(1982).
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density for state i, w* and -rrnrespectively, are determinedalong with
the land prices by the underlyingamenities, denoted Oi.We can think,
as an approximation,of people having an incentive to move to state i if
< -rr (0), so that wi > w* (0). With costs to moving, the rate of
Trri
migrationinto state i would be a positive function of the gap wi w* (0). The derivativeof this functionwould be finite.
The analysisis morecomplicatedwith variablecapitalstocks. We are
especially interestedin analyzingtheireffects in the context of our data
set, which includesinformationaboutpercapitaincomes (whichwe take
as proxiesfor wage rates)andpopulationdensities, but not aboutcapital
stocks. If starredvariablesdenote steady-statevalues, then a place with
a temporarilyhigh intensity of physical capital could have wi > w* (0)
and rri> -rrn(0). In this case, for a given wi - wI (0), a higher rri-rr*(0) signals that current capital intensity is higher and hence that
capitalintensityand wage rates will decline over time. In particular,the
greater rri- -rrn(0) is, the shorterthe expected persistence of the gap
between wiand wi*(0) and hence the lower the incentive to migrateinto
the state.
The above reasoningleads us to write a functionfor mi, the net rate
of migration into state i between years t - T and t, as

(3)

Mit= f(Yi,-T,
Ot

,
Oi,t-T,

and variablesthat dependon

t but not on i),

where the partialeffects of Yit - T and 0i are positive (if a higherOimeans
more amenities)and the partialeffect of -rri,-Tis negative.23We assume
that Or-an exogenous characteristiclike climate or geography-does
not changeover time. (Thus, the analysis would have to be modifiedfor
exhaustibleresources like silver and oil that are depleted over time and
also modifiedfor changinggovernmentpolicies.) The set of variables
that depend on t but not i includes any elements that influence the
nationalaverages of per capita income and populationdensity; that is,
Yi,-T and7ri t- T in equation 3 involve comparisonsamong locations at
time t. The set also includeseffects like technologicalprogressin heating
and air conditioning,which affect people's attitudesabout climate and
other componentsof the amenities, Oi.
23. See MueserandGraves(1990)for a relatedmodelof migration.
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We have found empiricallythat a simple functionalform of equation
3 does reasonablywell in explainingnet migrationinto state i:
(4) mit = a + b-log(yi,t-T) +

Cl

0 + C2 * ht-T
Oi

+ C3

(-,t_T)2

+ Vit,

where vitis an errorterm, b is positive, and the functionalform allows
for a quadraticin population density, Trri,tT. The marginaleffect of
Tri,tT on mi, is negative if C2 + 2C3 is negative. Although there is an
extensive literatureaboutvariablesto includein Q,,25the presentanalysis
includesonly the log of averageheating-degreedays, denotedlog(Heati),
which is a disamenityso that cl is negative. The variablelog(Heati) has
a good deal of explanatory power for net migration-we did explore
differentfunctionalforms as well as the additionof cooling-degreedays
as an explanatoryvariable,but the alternativefunctionalforms did not
fit as well as the one describedin equation4 andthe cooling-degreedays
variable is insignificant.26Including other variables in Oiwould be
importantfor a fuller study of migration. It would also be useful to
introduce migrationfor retirement, a mechanism that likely explains
some outliers like Florida. However, these kinds of modifications
probablywouldnot changeourbasic findingsaboutthe relationbetween
net migrationand state per capita income and the interactionbetween
migrationand the convergenceresults.
Empirical Results

Figure 7 shows the simple, long-termrelationbetween in-migration
and initial per capita income. The variable on the vertical axis is the
averageannualin-migrationrate for each state from 1900to 1987.27The
horizontalaxis plots the log of state per capitapersonalincome in 1900.
The figureshows a positive relationship(with a correlationof 0.51), but
24. Populationdensity is the ratio of state populationto total area (land and water).
The dataon areaarefromBureauof the Census(1990).
25. See, for example, Blomquist,Berger, and Hoehn (1988). Some of the variables
that they consider, such as criminalactivity, are, however, not exogenous in the same
sense as climateor geography.
26. The data on heating-and cooling-degreedays referto averagetemperaturesfrom
1951to 1980andarefromBureauof the Census(1990).
27. The variableis the averageof the ratesfor the subperiods,1900-20, 1920-30,and
so forththroughto the finalsubperiod1980-87,weightedby the lengthsof each interval.
The rate for each subperiodis the annual average of net migrationdivided by state
populationat the startof the subperiod.
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Figure 7. Migration and Initial State Income, 1900-87
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Sources: Bureau of the Census (1975, 1990). The postal abbreviation for each state is used to plot the figure.
a. The variable is the average of the rates for the subperiods, 1900-20, 1920-30, . . ., 1970-80, and 1980-87,
weighted by the length of the subperiod. The rate for each subperiod is the annual average of net migration, divided
by state population at the start of the subperiod.

the relationis not nearlyas clear-cutas that seen for long-termper capita
growthin figure1. Figure8 shows the partialrelationbetween the longterm in-migrationrate and the log of initial per capita income-after
holding constant the values of the right-side variables (at their 1900
levels) contained in equation4, the regionaldummies, and the agricultural-sharevariable.The partialcorrelationis positive and equalto 0.45.
Table 2 shows regression results, in the form of equation 4, for net
migrationinto U.S. states.28The results are for eight subperiodsbeginningwith 190020.29The dependentvariable,mi, is the ratioof migrants
(annualaverage over each subperiod)to state populationat the start of
28. The regressionsuse an iterative,weightedleast squaresprocedure.
29. The overallresultsdo not changegreatlyif we addthe subperiod1880-1900.This
subperiodincludessome enormousratesof in-migration,whichcorrespondto the opening
of new territories.Because our simplefunctionalformdoes not fit well in these years, we
decidedto exclude this subperiodfromthe presentanalysis.
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Figure 8. Partial Relation between Migration and Initial State Income, 1900-87
Annualmigrationrate, 1900-87 (percent)a
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Sources: Bureau of the Census (1975, 1990). The figure plots the residuals from an equation explaining the migration
rate with the variables in equation 4 against the residuals from an equation explaining the log of 1900 per capita
income with the same variables. The postal abbreviation for each state is used to plot the figure.
a. The variable is the average of the rates for the subperiods, 1900-20, 1920-30, . . ., 1970-80, and 1980-87,
weighted by the length of the subperiod. The rate for each subperiod is the annual average of net migration, divided
by state population at the start of the subperiod.

the subperiod.30Hence, the dependentvariableapproximatesthe contributionof net migrationto the state's rate of populationgrowth over
the subperiod.
The equations include period-specificcoefficients for log(yi,, T) and
log(Heati),but single coefficients for the two population-densityvariables, 'Mit-T (thousands of persons per square mile of total area) and
(rir,t- T)2. The regressionsalso includeperiod-specificcoefficientsfor the
regionaldummies, the agricultureshare in personal income, Agryi1t-T,
and (for subperiodsthat startin 1930or later)the structurevariable,Sit.
These variablesare the ones used in the last equation of table 1. (The
estimated coefficients of these other variables-not shown in table 2are sometimes statistically significantbut play a relatively minor role
30. The data on migrationare from Bureauof the Census (1975).Recent figuresare
computedfromdataon population,births,anddeathsfromBureauof the Census(1990).
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Table 2. Regressions for Net Migration into U.S. States, 1900-87
Personal
incomea

Heatingdegree
daysa

Population
densityb

Square of
population
densityb

1900-20

0.0335
(0.0075)

-0.0066
(0.0037)

-0.0452
(0.0077)

0.0340
(0.0092)

0.70
[0.0112]

1920-30

0.0363
(0.0078)

- 0.0124
(0.0027)

0.0340
(0.0092)

0.61
[0.0079]

1930-40

0.0191
(0.0037)
0.0262
(0.0056)
0.0439
(0.0085)
0.0436
(0.0082)
0.0240
(0.0091)
0.0177
(0.0057)
0.0261
(0.0023)

- 0.0048
(0.0014)
- 0.0135
(0.0022)
- 0.0205
(0.0031)
- 0.0056
(0.0025)
-0.0076
(0.0024)
-0.0075
(0.0018)
.. .

-0.0452
(0.0077)
- 0.0452
(0.0077)
-0.0452
(0.0077)
- 0.0452
(0.0077)
-0.0452
(0.0077)
-0.0452
(0.0077)
-0.0452
(0.0077)
- 0.0447
(0.0078)

0.0340
(0.0092)
0.0340
(0.0092)
0.0340
(0.0092)
0.0340
(0.0092)
0.0340
(0.0092)
0.0340
(0.0092)
0.0329
(0.0093)

0.71
[0.0042]
0.83
[0.0065]
0.76
[0.0091]
0.70
[0.0069]
0.73
[0.0071]
0.73
[0.0049]

Period

1940-50
1950-60
1960-70
1970-80
1980-87
Eight periods combinedc

R[2]

Sources: Authors' own calculations using Bureau of Economic Analysis (1984), Easterlin (1960a, 1960b), Bureau
of the Census (1990), and Survey of Current Buisiniess, various issues. All regressions are for the continental states.
The regressions use iterative, weighted least squares to estimate equations of the form:
mit = a + b log (yi,t-T) + cl log (Heati) + C2rijT-T + C3 (Ti,t-T)2 + other variables,
where rin, is the average annual net migration into state i between years t- T and t, expressed as a ratio to the state's
population in year t - T; Yi,,- T is real per capita personal income at the beginning of the subperiod as described in
table 1; Heati is the average number of heating-degree days for state i, formed as an average for available cities in
the state; TrO
t-T iS the population density (thousands of people per square mile of area) of state i at the beginning of
the subperiod; and the other variables are the regional dummies, the share of agriculture in personal income, and
the sectoral composition variable. Standard errors are in parentheses. The standard errors of the regression are in
brackets.
a. The logarithms of initial personal income, yi, T' and the number of heating-degree days, Heati, are used in
the regression.
b. The coefficients on the population-density variables, c2 and C3 in the above equation, are constrained to be the
same for all subperiods.
c. The combined regression restricts the value of b to be the same across all eight subperiods. This regression
includes separate coefficients for log(Heat) for each subperiod. The likelihood ratio statistic for equal b's is 17.0 and
the p-value is 0.017. The 0.05 x2 value with seven degrees of freedom is 14.1.

overall.) The hypothesis that the coefficient for the population-density
variablesis stable over time is accepted at the 5 percent level, and the
otherresultschangelittleif period-specificcoefficientson these variables
are introduced.The hypothesis of stability over the subperiodsin the
coefficients of log(Heati)is rejectedat the 5 percent level, althoughthe
estimated coefficients, b, on log(yi,tT) change little if only a single
coefficientis estimatedfor the heat variable.
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The estimatedcoefficientsof log(Heati)in table 2 are all negativeand
most are significantlydifferentfrom zero. These results indicatethat, all
else being equal, people preferwarmerstates. For populationdensity,
-rri,t-T,thejointlyestimatedlineartermis significantlynegative, - 0.0452,
and the square term is significantlypositive, 0.0340. These point estimates imply that, all else being equal, the marginaleffect of population
density on in-migrationis negative except for a few observationswith
the highest densities (New Jersey and Rhode Island since 1960 and
Massachusettssince 1970).Since the impliedmarginaleffect of population densityfor these outliersis smalland since we arefittinga quadratic
approximation,the true effect of populationdensity could be negative
throughout.
Althoughfigures 7 and 8 show that the long-termrelation between
migrationrates and initial income is positive but not very strong, the
regression results, which are conditioned on the values of log(yi,t

T) and

the beginningof each subperiod,are considerablyclearer.The
estimatedcoefficient, b, on log(yi t_T) is significantlypositive for every
subperiodshownin table2. Thejointestimate, 1b,
for the eightsubperiods
is 0.0261 (s.e. = 0.0023), which implies a t-value over 11. Thus, the
regressionsprovidestrongstatisticalevidence that, all else beingequal,
higherper capitaincome leads to a greaterrate of net in-migration.The
estimates in table 2 do, however, reject at the 5 percent level the
hypothesis of stability in the b coefficients across the subperiods
li, t - Tat

(p-value = 0.02).

Recall that we do not use individual state deflators for personal
income. We can, however, interpretthe population-densityvariableas
a proxy for housing costs; the differences in these costs are a major
sourceof variationin the cost of livingacross states. Thus, the estimated
coefficients of per capita personal income in table 2 likely represent
effects for given costs of housing. It turnsout, however, that thejointly
estimatedcoefficientof log(yit- T) is significantlypositive (witha t-value
of 9), even if the only otherregressorsin the equationsareperiod-specific
constant terms. Thus, the results suggest that the measureddifferences
in nominalper capitapersonalincome across states reflectvariationsin
real per capitaincome.
Althoughthe relationbetween the rate of in-migrationandlaggedper
capitaincomeis positiveandhighlysignificant(holdingfixedourmeasure
of amenities, populationdensity, and some other variables),the magni-
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tude of the relationis small. For example, thejoint estimatefor b implies
that, all else being equal, a 10 percent increase in a state's per capita
personal income raises net in-migrationonly by enough to raise the
state's rate of populationgrowth by 0.26 percentagepoints a year. The
slow adjustmentthrough net migrationmeans that unless there is a
substantialresponse of a state's fertilityor mortality,populationdensities do not adjustrapidlyto differencesin per capitaincome adjustedfor
amenities. Our previous results suggest that differences in per capita
income tend themselves to be eliminatedover time, but only at a rate of
about2 percenta year. Thus, disparitiesin per capitaincome also persist
for a long time. Puttingthese results together, the implicationis that net
migrationrates are highly persistent over time. The data accord with
this conclusion.Forexample,the correlationof the averagenet migration
rate from 1900 to 1940 with that from 1940 to 1987 is 0.70. Figure 9
depicts the patternof persistence.
Migration and Convergence

As discussed before, the migrationof raw labor from poor to rich
states speeds up the convergence of per capita income. That is, the
estimated coefficients, ,B, shown in table 1, include the impact of
migration.To quantifythe effect of migrationon the convergence coefficient,we canrelatethe estimatedresponseof migrationto log(yi,,_T)
b = 0.026 from table 2-with the estimate, , = 0.0210, which comes
fromthe last equationof table 1 when estimatedfor the eight subperiods
used in table 2. We have modified the neoclassical growth model to
includeendogenousmigrationas a source of linkagebetween population
growth and the log of per capita income. (We neglect here any endogeneity of fertility or mortality.)The effect of migrationon the rate of
convergence depends in the model on the underlying parametersof
preferencesand technology and on the quantityof humancapital that
migrantspossess. We use parametervalues that are consistent with the
estimatedvalues of P and b and with informationfromother studies.3"If
we assume, unrealistically, that migrants have zero human capital,
then-depending on the specificationof the underlyingparameters-we
calculatethat f without migrationwould have been between 0.014 and
31. See BarroandSala-i-Martin(1990).
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Figure 9. Persistence of Migration Rates across U.S. States, 1900-87
Annualmigrationrate, 1940- 87 (percent)
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0.016, instead of the estimated value, 0.0210. Thus, migration can
accountfor as muchas a thirdof the estimatedrate of convergenceif we
neglectthe humancapitalof migrants.The role of migrationis, however,
considerablyless if we allow for migrants'humancapital. For example,
if the typical migrant'shumancapital is half the total capital stock per
person in the destinationstate, then the computed 3 without migration
is between 0.018 and 0.019. Hence, if we allow for a reasonableamount
of humancapital, migrationcannot explain much more than 10 percent
of the estimatedrate of convergence.
We now attemptto get a direct estimate of the effect of migrationon
convergence by entering migrationrates into the growth-rateregressions. Theexpectationis thatexogenousin-migrationwillhavea negative
effect on the per capitagrowthrateandthatthe additionof the migration
rate as a regressorwill lower the estimated 3 coefficient. We first enter
the contemporaneousmigrationrate, mi, into regressions of the type
presented in the last equation of table 1. We drop the first subperiod
(1880-1900)and consideronly the eight subperiodsthat begin in 1900.If
we restrictthe coefficienton mi,to be the same for the eight subperiods,
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the estimatedcoefficienton mi, is positive and significant:0.098 (s.e. =
0.029). The joint estimate of 3, 0.0250 (s.e. = 0.0027), is actually
somewhat higherthan the value that arises when the migrationrate is
excluded from the regression. Thus, contrary to expectations, the
estimated 3convergencedoes not diminishif we hold net migrationrates
constant. If we allow for separatecoefficientson mi,for each subperiod,
all eight point estimates are positive, and the hypothesis of coefficient
stabilityover the subperiodsis accepted at the 5 percent level. In any
event, the resultingjoint estimate of ,B,0.0256 (s.e. = 0.0027), is about
the same as that with a single coefficientfor mi,
A state's per capita growth rate and net migrationrate are simultaneously determined.Suppose, for example, thata state is knownto have
favorable prospects for growth, but that these prospects are not adequatelycapturedby the explanatoryvariablesthat we have includedin
the regressions for growth and migration.Then the residuals in each
equationwouldtend to be positive; the positive residualin the migration
equation reflects the response of migrants to the favorable growth
opportunitiesthat are not controlledfor by the included regressors. It
seems likely thatthe positive estimatedcoefficientsfor mitin the growthrate regressionsreflectthis type of interaction.
We have also estimated by an instrumentalvariablesprocedurethe
growth-rateequationsthat includemi,as an explanatoryvariable.Aside
from the predeterminedvariablesthat enter into the growth-rateequations in table 1, we include as instrumentsthe additionalvariablesthat
influence the net migration rate in table 2: log(Heati),

ri ,-

T,

and (Mi,-

T).

If the coefficientson mitin the growth-rateequationsare restrictedto be
the same over the eight subperiods, the estimated coefficient of mi, is
0.010 (s.e. = 0.047), which differs insignificantlyfrom zero. The joint
estimate of 3, 0.0214 (s.e. = 0.0030), is close to the value found when
the migrationrate is omitted from the regression. The findings are
basically the same if we allow for separatecoefficients on mi,for each
subperiod.In particular,thejoint estimateof 3is 0.0209(s.e. = 0.0032).
These results suggestthat exogenous shifts in net migrationrates do not
have a strong contemporaneousinteractionwith per capita growth: if
we hold net migrationrates constant, we estimate about the same rate
of 3convergenceas we did before.
32. The assumptionhere is that the instrumentalvariables,log(Heati)and
not directlyinfluenceper capitagrowth.

ia- T,

do
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The empirical conclusion-that migrationplays a small part in 3
convergence-should be comparedwith the values of 3 that we expect
to findwhen we hold migrationrates constant. Recall that removingthe
effects of migrationgives an estimate of 3 between 0.014 and 0.016 if
migrantshave zero humancapitalandbetween 0.018 and 0.019 if human
capital per migrant is half the total capital stock per person in the
destination state. The differences between the estimated coefficient,
0.0209, and the predictedcoefficientsare smalland statisticallyinsignificant for the values that allow for humancapital. Thus, the results are
consistent with the modified neoclassical growth model that includes
endogenousmigration.
To summarizethe main points on migration,we find that, all else
being equal, per capitaincome has a highlysignificantpositive effect on
net migrationrates into a state. Thus, we verify the predictedresponse
of net migrationto economic opportunity. We find, however, little
contemporaneousinterplaybetweennet migrationand economicgrowth.
Specifically, we observe little change in the estimated 3 coefficients
when we hold net migrationrates constant. These results are consistent
with a modifiedneoclassical growth model that allows for endogenous
migration;in particular,given the estimated response of migrationto
per capita income, the modified model predicts that migrationwould
explainonly a smallpartof 3convergence.
Gross State Product
Data on gross state product (GSP) for 48 states are available from
1963to 1986.33GSP, analogousto gross domestic product, refersto the
payments to the factors that produce goods within a state, whereas
personalincome pertainsto the returnsto the factor owners, who may
reside in other states. The main distinctionbetween GSP and personal
income arises in the case of income from physical capital.
Table 3 shows regressions for per capita GSP for four subperiods:
1963-69, 1969-75, 1975-81, and 1981-86. Real GSP in this table is the
nominalaggregatefor the statedividedby the nationaldeflatorfor GSP.34
33. The dataare fromRenshaw,Trott, and Friedenberg(1988).See Barroand Sala-iMartin(1990)for a discussion.
34. Individual-statedeflatorsare unavailable.Since we use a commondeflatorat each
point in time, the particulardeflatorthat we use affects only the constant term in the
regressions.
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Table 3. Regressions for Gross State Product across U.S. States, 1963-86

Basic equation

Equationwith
regionaldummies

Equationwith
regionaldummies
and sectoral
variables

Period

a

R2I[]

a

R2[&]

p

R2[&]

1963-69

0.0317
(0.0067)
0.0438
(0.0166)
-0.0159
(0.0133)
0.1188
(0.0294)

0.36
[0.0070]
0.16
[0.0138]
0.03
[0.0145]
0.39
[0.0205]

0.154
(0.0060)
0.0406
(0.0162)
-0.0285
(0.0134)
0.1130
(0.0251)

0.63
[0.0056]
0.41
[0.0120]
0.17
[0.0139]
0.62
[0.0168]

0.0157
(0.0060)
0.0297
(0.0101)
0.0258
(0.0108)
0.0238
(0.0091)

0.63
[0.0056]
0.74
[0.0081]
0.78
[0.0072]
0.92
[0.0079]

0.0335
(0.0057)
75.6
0.000

. . .

0.0211
(0.0053)
31.2
0.000

1969-75
1975-81
1981-86

Fourperiodscombineda

p restricted
Likelihood-ratio statisticb
P-value

. . .

..

.

. . .

0.0216
(0.0042)
1.7
0.637

Sources: Authors'own calculationsusing Renshaw,Trott, and Friedenberg(1988). All regressionsare for the
continentalstates. The regressionsuse nonlinearleast squaresto estimateequationsof the form:
(lIT) log(yi,/yi,._T) = a - [log(yi,_T)](1 - e-V)(l1T) + othervariables,
where Yi,-T is per capita gross state product(GSP), divided by the nationaldeflatorfor GSP, in state i at the
beginningof the subperiod;yi, is the real GSP at time t; T is the lengthof the interval;and the other variablesare
regionaldummiesand the structuralcompositionvariabledescribedin the text. Standarderrorsare in parentheses.
The standarderrorsof the regressionare in brackets.
a. The combinedregressionrestrictsthe value of p to be the same across all four subperiods.The restricted3
are estimatedusingiterative,weighted,nonlinearleast squares.
b. The likelihoodratiotest is based on the null hypothesisthat the 3 are the same across subsamples.It follows
a chi-squared(x2)distribution;the 0.05 x2value with three degreesof freedomis 7.8.

These figuresreflectthe currentreturnsto factors of productionand are
therefore relevant for decisions on investment, migration,and so on.
However, the measuredgrowthrates pick up a combinationof changes
in quantitiesproducedandchangesin relativeprices across sectors. The
effects of the relative-pricechanges, whichinteractwiththe composition
of productionwithin a state, can be viewed as partof the errorterm, ui,
in equation 1, that is filteredout by the structural-compositionvariable,
Sit.For GSP, the variableSi,is based on a division of productioninto 54
sectors.Thus,the breakdownis muchfinerthanthe nine-sectorconstruct
used for personalincome in table 1.
Overall,the resultson 3convergencefor GSP are similarto those for
personalincome from table 1. If we exclude the structurevariableand
include only lagged GSP (the first equation of table 3) or if we add
regional dummies (the second equation), then the estimated P's are
unstable.The estimatesarefarmorestablewhen we addthe explanatory
variable Si, in the last equation. The joint estimate of 3 for the four
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Figure 10. Convergenceof Gross State Product across U.S. States:
1963 GSP and GSP Growth from 1963 to 1986
Annualgrowthrate, 1963 -86 (percent)
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subperiodsis 0.0216, and the hypothesis of stabilityin the P coefficients
over the four subperiodsis accepted at the 5 percentlevel.
Figure 10 shows a plot of the average growth rate of per capita GSP
from 1963 to 1986 against the log of per capita GSP in 1963. The
downward-slopingrelationis clear, althoughthe fit is not as good as that
for the longer-periodrelationfor personalincome shown in figure1. The
main difference relates to the sample period and not to the distinction
between GSP and personalincome.
Table4, which extends an analysisby Sala-i-Martin,breaksdown the
results by sector for the period 1963-86.35We look at GSP per worker
originatingin eight standardnonagriculturalsectors: mining;construction; manufacturing;transportation;wholesale and retailtrade;finance,
insurance, real estate (FIRE); services; and government.36We have
35. Sala-i-Martin(1990,chap. 3).
36. Thedataon employmentby sectorarefromthe Bureauof LaborStatistics(various
years).
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Table 4. Regressions for Sectors of Gross State Product, 1963-86
Sector sharea
Sector

1963

1986

Mining

0.023

0.022

Construction

0.048

0.047

Manufacturing

0.284

0.199

Transportation

0.092

0.094

Wholesaleand retail
trade

0.164

Standard
R2

errorb

0.0240
(0.0074)
0.0169
(0.0203)
0.0460
(0.0082)
0.0257
(0.0176)

0.49

0.0134

0.20

0.0110

0.73

0.0041

0.15

0.0045

0.169

0.0093
(0.0064)

0.24

0.0030

0.145

0.167

0.43

0.0046

Services

0.105

0.166

0.27

0.0036

Government

0.102

0.115

0.0150
(0.0062)
0.0149
(0.0077)
0.0161
(0.0039)

0.55

0.0032

Eight sectors combinedc

0.963

0.978

Finance, insurance,

and real estate

0.0213

...

...

(0.0024)
Sources: Authors'own calculationsusingRenshaw,Trott,and Friedenberg(1988)and Bureauof LaborStatistics
(variousyears). Each sectoralregressionhas observationsfor the continentalstates, except mining,whichonly has
42 observations.The regressionsuse nonlinearleast squaresto estimateequationsof the form:
(1/17)log,(yi,Ivy,T) = a - [log(Yj,_T)I(l - e-PT)(1il) + regionaldummies,
where yi, is the ratioof the sector's contributionto state i's gross state product(GSP)to the employmentin the
sector for that state at time t, with T equalto 23 years. The agriculturalsector is omittedbecauseof unreliabledata
on employment.Standarderrorsare in parentheses.
a. The shareof the sector in aggregateGSP in 1963and 1986is shown.
b. The standarderrorof the regressionis shown.
c. Iterative,weighted,nonlinearleast squaresis used to estimatethe eight-sectorjoint regressionwith a single
value for P. The likelihood-ratiostatisticfor equal l is 22.4, and the p-valueis 0.002. The 0.05 x2 value with seven
degreesof freedomis 14.1

omittedthe agriculturalsector because dataon agriculturalemployment
are not comparableto those for the nonagriculturalsectors. The firsttwo
columns of the table show the shares of each sector in U.S. aggregate
GSP at the beginningand end of the period. The main patternsin the
shares, which are well known, are the declines in manufacturingand
agriculture(the latteris measuredby the increasein the sumof the other
eight sectors) and the increases in services and FIRE.
The thirdcolumnof table 4 shows positive estimates of Pfor each of
the eight sectors, although not all of the estimates are statistically
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significant.(Each of these regressionsincludes a constant, the log of the
sector's productivityin 1963,and the regionaldummies.)Basically, the
X values for the four service-type sectors-wholesale and retail trade,
FIRE, services, and government-are similarand fall in a range from
0.009 to 0.016. The , values are higher for the other four sectors,
especiallyfor manufacturing,where the estimateis 0.0460. It is only this
high and precisely estimated value for manufacturingthat leads to
rejection of the hypothesis that the 3 coefficients are the same across
the sectors. Thejoint estimateof I8for the eight sectors is 0.0213, but we
rejectat the 5 percentlevel the hypothesisthat the individualO3's
are the
3
the
same. We would accept the hypothesis that
coefficients are the
same for the seven sectors other than manufacturing-the estimate is
= 0.0164 (s.e. = 0.0024)andthep-value for the test of equalityfor the
coefficientsis 0.77.
The main inferencethat we drawfrom table 4 is that 13convergence
applieswithin sectors in a mannerthat is broadlysimilarto thatfound in
tables 1and3 for state aggregatesof personalincomeandgross state product.Thus,animportantpartof the overallprocessof convergenceacross
the states involves adjustmentsof productivitylevels within sectors.
Figure 11 shows the dispersionof GSP across U.S. states, measured
by the unweightedcross-sectional standarddeviation, u,, for the log of
per capitaGSP from 1963to 1986.The decline of u, from 0.18 in 1963to
a low pointof 0.13 in 1972accordswith the behaviorfor personalincome
shown in figure4. We think that the rise in u, to a peak of 0.18 in 1981
reflects the behaviorof oil prices. Especially in the 1979-81period, the
oil shocks benefited those states that already had above-average per
capita GSP, therebyleadingto an increase in u,. After 1981,the decline
in (x,reflects the normalpatternof ( convergence, reinforcedlater by a
fall in oil prices.
p

The different patterns from 1973 to 1986 in a, based on GSP versus Ct

based on personal income reflect, at least in part, differences in the
relationbetween shares of productor income originatingin oil-related
industriesandthe levels of percapitaproductor income. The correlation
of the log of per capita GSP with the share of GSP originatingin crude
oil and naturalgas rises because of the oil shocks from 0.1 in 1973to 0.4
in 1975and 0.7 in 1981,and then falls with the decline in oil prices to 0.1
in 1986. In contrast, the correlationof the log of per capita personal
income with the share of personal income originatingin oil and natural
gas is - 0.3 in 1970and 0.0 in 1980.These divergentpatternsreflectthe
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Figure 11. Dispersion of Gross State Product across U.S. States, 1963-86
Dispersiona
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Sources: Authors'own calculationsusingRenshaw,Trott,andFriedenberg(1988).AlaskaandHawaiiareexcluded
fromthe analysis.
a. Dispersionof GSP is measuredby the unweightedcross-sectionalstandarddeviationof the log of per capita
GSP.

distinction between the location of oil and gas facilities and the ownership
of these facilities.
From 1973 to 1981 the oil shocks have less of an effect on u, for
personal income than for GSP because the increases in oil prices do not
particularly harm the states with already low levels of per capita personal
income, but they do harm states with lower levels of GSP. Similarly, a
possible reason why u, for personal income does not decline later in the
1980s is that, unlike for GSP, the declines in oil prices do not particularly
benefit the states with low per capita incomes.

Convergence across Regions of Europe
We now apply the analysis to the behavior of gross domestic product
(GDP) in the regions of seven European countries. We have data on
GDP and a few other variables for 73 regions: 11 in Germany, 11 in the
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United Kingdom, 20 in Italy, 21 in France, 4 in the Netherlands, 3 in
Belgium,and 3 in Denmark.37Table 5 lists the regions.
Data for 1950, 1960,and 1970are from WillemMolle.38Data for 1966
(missing France and Denmark), 1970 (missing Denmark), 1974, 1980,
and 1985are from Eurostat.The nominalfigureson GDP are expressed
using currentexchange rates in terms of a common currencyunit. It is
unnecessaryto deflatethe nominalvalues for the purposesof the crosssection equations that we consider:any common deflationaffects only
the constanttermsin the regressions.39Aside fromGDP andpopulation,
the data set includes a breakdownof employmentinto three sectorsagriculture,industry,and services-for 1950, 1960,and 1970,as well as
a breakdownof GDPinto the samethreesectorsfor 1966(missingFrance
and Denmark), 1970, 1974, 1980, and 1985. (The sectoral data for
Denmarkare availableonly for 1974.)
Figure 12 shows the relation of the growth rate of per capita GDP
from 1950to 1985to the log of percapitaGDPin 1950for the 73 European
regions. (The numbersof the regionscorrespondto those in table 5. See
figure 13 for a mapof the regions.) The values are all measuredrelative
to the means of the respective countries. The figureshows the type of
negative relationthat is familiarfrom the study of the U.S. states. The
correlationbetween the growthrate andthe log of initialper capitaGDP
in figure12is - 0.70.
Because the underlying numbers are expressed relative to owncountrymeans, the relationin figure12pertainsto ,Bconvergencewithin
countries ratherthan between countries. For the seven countries that
we are considering,the estimates of ,Bconvergence between countries
turn out to be similarto those within the countries. Previous research
has considered,Band orconvergenceamonglargergroupsof countries.40
Since the seven-countrydata set considered here provides much less
informationaboutbehavioracross countries,we shallfocus ourattention
on the within-countryresults.
37. We lost one regionfor France because some of the data on Corse are combined
with those for Provence-Alpes-C6ted'Azur.
38. Molle(1980).We appreciateCarolHeim's suggestionto look at these data.
39. Departuresfrom purchasing-powerparityacross countrieswould not affect our
main results, which filterout own-countryeffects. The growth rates for regions within
countriesinvolve the same kindof sensitivityto changesin relativepricesthat appliedto
GSPfor the U.S. states.
40. See Baumol(1986),De Long(1988),DowrickandNguyen(1989),andBarro(1991).
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Table5. Regionsof Europe
Germany
1. Schleswig-Holstein
2. Hamburg
3. Niedersachsen
4. Bremen
5. Nordrhein-Westfalen
6. Hessen
7. Rheinland-Pfalz
8. Saarland
9. Baden-Wiirttemberg
10. Bayern
11. Berlin (West)
United Kingdom
12. North
13. Yorkshire-Humberside
14. East Midlands
15. East Anglia
16. South-East
17. South-West
18. North-West
19. West Midlands
20. Wales
21. Scotland
22. NorthernIreland
Italy
23. Piemonte
24. Valle d'Aosta
25. Liguria
26. Lombardia
27. Trentino-AltoAdige
28. Veneto
29. Friuli-Venezia,Giulia
30. Emilia-Romagna
31. Marche
32. Toscana
33. Umbria
34. Lazio
35. Campania
36. Abruzzi
37. Molise
38. Puglia
39. Basilicata

40. Calabria
41. Sicilia
42. Sardegna
France
43. Region Parisienne
44. Champagne-Ardenne
45. Picarde
46. Haute Normandie
47. Centre
48. Basse Normandie
49. Bourgogne
50. Nord-Pas-de-Calais
51. Lorraine
52. Alsace
53. Franche-Comte
54. Pays de la Loire
55. Bretagne
56. Poitou-Charentes
57. Aquitaine
58. Midi-Pyrenees
59. Limousin
60. Rh6ne-Alpes
61. Auvergne
62. Languedoc-Roussillon
63. Provence, Alpes, C6te d'Azur, Corse
Netherlands
65. Noord
66. Oost
67. West
68. Zuid
Belgium
69. Vlaanderen
70. Wallonie
71. Brabant
Denmark
72. Sjaelland-Lolland-Falster-Bornholm
73. Fyn
74. Jylland

Sources: Molle (1980)and Eurostat(variousyears). Because GDP data from Eurostatfor Corse were combined
with those for Provence,Alpes, and C6te d'Azur,region64 has been eliminatedleavinga total of 73 regions.
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Figure 12. Convergenceof Gross Domestic Product across European Regions: 1950
GDP and GDP Growth from 1950 to 1985
Relative growth rate, 1950-85 (percent)a
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Source: Molle (1980) and Eurostat (various years). Current exchange rates were used to convert nominal GDP
figures to a common currency. The numbers in the figure correspond to the regional numbers in table 5 and figure
13.
a. Growth is measured by the deviation of the average per capita growth rate of GDP for each region from 1950
to 1985 from the average growth rate for the country over the same period.
b. The log of initial regional income is measured relative to the respective country mean.

Analysis of

a

Convergence

Table 6 shows regressions for the Europeanregions over four subperiods: 1950-60, 1960-70, 1970-80, and 1980-85. The form of the
analysisparallelsthatfor the U. S. states in tables 1and3. The regressions
in the first equation of table 6 include only a constant and log(yi,

T)

as

independentvariables. The estimated coefficients, I, are positive but
unstableacross the periods. The patternof results over the subperiods
is similar to that found for the U.S. states, and the joint estimate is
slightlysmallerthanthatfoundfor the United States. The hypothesisof
a constant P coefficientis againrejectedat the 5 percentlevel.
The second equation of table 6 adds country dummies, which have
enormousexplanatorypower for the growthrates of Europeanregions.
We think of the country dummies, which are analogousto the regional
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Figure 13. Regions of Europe
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Source: Mapis adaptedfromMolle (1980,p. 20). See table 5 for namesof regions.

dummiesthat we used for the United States, as proxies for the steadystate values, x* and y*, and for countrywidefixed effects in the error
term, u,,. The additionof the countrydummiesmakes the estimatesof I8
in equation 1 markedly more stable across the subperiods, but the
joint estimateis very close to that shown in the firstcolumn. (Thisjoint
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Table 6. Regressions for Gross Domestic Product across European Regions, 1950-85

Basic equation

Equationwith
countrydummies

Equationwith
countrydummies
and structural
variablesa

13

R2 [a]

Period

a

R2 [a]

a

R2 [a]

1950-60

0.0106
(0.0051)

0.06
[0.0155]

0.0105
(0.0038)

0.78
[0.0077]

0.0206
(0.0078)

0.80
[0.0076]

196070b

0.0367
(0.0066)

0.39
[0.0149]

0.0279
(0.0036)

0.92
[0.0057]

0.0241
(0.0062)

0.92
[0.0058]

1970-80b

0.0035
(0.0035)

0.01
[0.0098]

0.0184
(0.0049)

0.43
[0.0078]

0.0139
(0.0082)

0.44
[0.0078]

1980-85

0.0953
(0.0122)

0.60
[0.0212]

0.0116
(0.0048)

0.95
[0.0077]

0.0111
(0.0060)

0.96
[0.0070]

0.0183
(0.0029)

. . .

0.0186
(0.0021)

..

70.9

. . .

13.3

.. .

Fourperiods combinedc
1Brestricted
Likelihoodratio statistiCd
P-value

0.000

0.004

.

0.0178
(0.0034)

2.6

...

...

0.457

Sources: Data up through1970are fromMolle(1980).Data for and after 1970are fromEurostat(variousyears).
Each regressionhas observationsfor the 73 Europeanregionslisted in table 5. The regressionsuse nonlinearleast
squaresto estimateequationsof the form:
(lIT)log(yjglyi,1_T) = a - [log(y,_T)](l - e-07)0(i/) + othervariables,
whereYi, -T iS per capitagrossdomesticproduct(GDP)in regioni at the beginningof the subperiod;yi, is per capita
GDP at time t; T is the length of the interval;and the other variablesare countrydummiesand the shares of
agricultureand industryin employmentor GDP at the startof the time period(see note a). Standarderrorsare in
parentheses.The standarderrorsof the regressionare in brackets.
a. The additionalvariablesin this columnare the sharesof agricultureand industryin employmentat the startof
the subperiod,based on a three-waydivision of employmentinto agriculture,industry, and services, for the
subperiods1950-60,1960-70,and 1970-80.The regressionfor the subperiod1980-85includesthe sharesof agriculture
and industryin GDPin 1980.
b. We have two alternativesourcesof GDP for 1970,Molle (1980)and Eurostat(variouseditions);they do not
coincide.We computedthe figuresfor the 1960-70subperiodfromMolleand those for 1970-80fromEurostat.Since
the correlationbetweenthe two measuresof the levels of per capitaGDP in 1970is 0.988, this discrepancyshould
not be important.
c. The combinedregressionrestrictsthe value of m to be the same across all four subperiods.The restricted 3
are estimatedusingiterative,weighted,nonlinearleast squares.
d. The likelihood-ratio
test is basedon the nullhypothesisthatthe 3 are the sameacrossall subperiods.It follows
a chi-squared(x2)distribution.The 0.05 x2 value with threedegreesof freedomis 7.8.

estimationincludesperiod-specificcountrydummies.)The resultsin the
second equationstill rejectat the 5 percentlevel the hypothesisof equal
f3coefficientsacross the subperiods.
The results with country dummies show within-country, convergence and are analogous to that shown in figure 12. In contrast, the
results from the first equation show a combination of within- and
between-countryI8convergence. Thejoint estimatesof I8in the two sets
of columnsare similarbecause the rates of within-andbetween-country
18convergence are nearly the same in this seven-country sample. We
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can also estimate I8by using only the data on countryaggregates(as we
didfor the U. S. regions).Overthe sametimeperiod,thejointlyestimated
f3coefficient is 0.0183 (s.e. = 0.0029), virtuallythe same as the value
shown in the second equation. Note that the first value, for country
aggregates,is an estimateof f3convergencebetween countries,whereas
the second, with regionaldummies,is an estimatewithincountries.
The last equationof table6 addsthe sharesof agricultureandindustry
in total employmentat the startof the subperiodfor the 1950-60, 196070, and 1970-80 subperiods.The regressionfor the 1980-85 subperiod
adds the shares in overall GDP at the start of the period. These share
variablesare analogousto the agriculturalshare and structuralcomposition variablesthat we used for the United States. In effect, the share
variablesfor the Europeanregionsare as close as we can come with our
presentdatato the structuralvariable,S1,.
The mainnew resultfrom addingthese variablesis the acceptance of
the hypothesis of stability in the f3coefficients at the 5 percent level.
(Theseresultsallowforperiod-specificcoefficientson the sharevariables
and the country dummies.) The joint estimate, , = 0.0178, does not
change much from that shown in the second equation. This point
estimate-showing f3convergenceat slightlybelow 2 percenta year-is
somewhatless thanthe correspondingvalue, 0.0216, foundfor the U.S.
states in table 3.
We have also estimatedthejoint system with individual13coefficients
for the seven countries. This system corresponds to the four-period
regressionshownin the last equationof table6 except thatthe coefficient
1 is allowed to vary over the countries (but not over the subperiods).
Thus, the system contains period-specificcountry dummies and the
agriculturaland industrialshare variables (with coefficients that vary
over the subperiodsbutnot across the countries).Theresultingestimates
for f3follow.
Country
Germany(11 regions)

United Kingdom(11 regions)
Italy (20 regions)
France(21 regions)
Netherlands(4 regions)
Belgium(3 regions)
Denmark(3 regions)

Estimate
(standard error)

0.0230(0.0061)
0.0337(0.0093)
0.0118(0.0036)
0.0097(0.0059)
0.0496(0.0202)
0.0237(0.0164)
0.0018(0.0211)
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The likelihood-ratiostatisticfor equalityof the f3coefficientsacross the
seven countriesis 12.6, which coincides with the 5 percentcriticalvalue
fromthe chi-squareddistributionwith six degreesof freedom. We could
try to come up with reasons why the regions in the Netherlandsand the
United Kingdom have higher than average f3 convergence, whereas
those in Denmark,France, and Italy have lower than average convergence. But, since the differences are only marginallysignificantin a
statistical sense, the main conclusion is that similarrates of I8convergence are consistent with the data.
Analysis of u Convergence

Figure 14 shows the unweightedstandarddeviation, ut, for the log of
per capita GDP (expressed relative to the mean for the respective
country)for the 73 Europeanregions. (The data point for 1966is based
on partialcoveragebecause figuresfor FranceandDenmarkareunavailable.) Since the regionaldata are expressed relative to country means,
the values shown in the figurereferto u convergencefor regions within
countries and not across countries. The principalobservationis that a,
for the Europeanregionsdeclinedfrom 0.28 in 1950to 0.18 in 1985.The
value for Europein 1985is still somewhatabove the 0.14 value for U.S.
GSP in 1986(or the low point of 0.13 in 1972).
Figure 14shows thatthe fall in u, for the Europeanregionsmoderated
from 1974to 1985.We found somewhatsimilarbehaviorfor u, based on
U.S. GSP in figure 11, althoughthe U.S. results showed a substantial
rise in ut from the mid-1970sto the early 1980s. For the United States,
we think we can explain part of the patternin ut after the mid-1970sas
an effect of oil shocks; a similarstory may account for the behaviorof
a, for Europein figure14. (Althoughthe United Kingdomis the only oil
produceramongthe seven countries,the regionsof Europecan still vary
substantiallyin their sensitivity to oil shocks.)
Figure 15 shows the behavior of ut for the regions within the four
largest Europeancountries in the sample: Germany,the United Kingdom, Italy, and France. The rankorderamongthese countriesdoes not
change over the period: dispersion is highest in Italy, followed by
Germany,France, and the United Kingdom.The overall patternshows
declines in a, over time for each country, although little net change
occurs since 1970for Germanyand the United Kingdom.In particular,
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Figure 14. Dispersion of Gross Domestic Product across European Regions,
1950-85
Dispersiona
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Source: Authors'own calculationsusingMolle(1980)and Eurostat(variousyears). The 73 regionslisted in table
5 are includedin the analysis.
a. Dispersionis measuredby the unweightedcross-sectionalstandarddeviationof the log of per capitaGDP,
relativeto the countrymean.

the rise in utrfrom 1974 to 1980 for the United Kingdom-the one oil
producerinthe Europeansample-likely reflectsthe effects of oil shocks.
In 1985, the values of urtare 0.26 for Italy, 0.20 for Germany,0.15 for
France, and 0.10 for the United Kingdom,comparedwith 0.15 for U.S.
GSP. Thus, althoughurtfor Italy has fallen from 0.42 in 1950, Italy still
has a way to go to attainthe regionaldispersionof per capita GDP that
is characteristicof the other countries.
The high value of urtfor Italy especially reflects the spread between
the prosperous north and the poor south. A popular view is that the
backwardregions of southernItaly will always lag behindthe advanced
regions of northernItaly (and vice versa for the United Kingdom).Our
overall findings do not accord with this type of story since we find
substantial evidence of 1 and cr convergence across the regions of
Europe. For example, with respect to the 1 convergence seen in figure
12, many of the observations with the highest initial per capita GDP
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Figure 15. Dispersion of Gross Domestic Product within Four European Countries,
1950-85
Dispersiona
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Source: Authors'own calculationsusingMolle(1980)andEurostat(variousyears). See table5 for a list of regions
in each country.
a. Dispersionis measuredby the unweightedcross-sectionalstandarddeviationof the log of per capitaGDP.

(relativeto the own-countrymean)arefor northernItaly, whereasmany
with the lowest per capita GDP are for southernItaly (see table 5 and
the mapin figure13).These observationsscatterreasonablywell around
the regression line: as predicted, the initially poorer regions in Italy
generallygrow faster thanthe initiallyricher.
Table7 shows the full arrayof datafor the averagesof fourprosperous
regions in northernItaly and seven poor regions in southernItaly. The
northernregions began in 1950with per capita GDP 70 percent above
the meanfor Italy, whereasthe southernregionsbegan32 percentbelow
the mean. As predicted,the northernregions grew from 1950to 1985at
a below-averagerate-0.71 percent a year below the mean-whereas
the southernregionsgrewat an above-averagerate-0.39 percenta year
above the mean. Accordingly, in 1985, the northernregions were only
38 percent above the mean, whereas the southernregions were only 25
percent below the mean. The relative growth performancesfrom 1950
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Table 7. Relative Gross Domestic Product and Growth in the North and South of Italy
and the United Kingdom, 1950-85
UnitedKingdom

Italy
North

South

North

South

Relative GDP, 1950a
Relative growth, 1950-60b

0.532
-0.0014

-0.385
0.0002

-0.002
-0.0002

0.003
0.0003

Relative GDP, 1960
Relative growth, 1960-70

0.518
- 0.0155

- 0.383
0.0080

-0.004
-0.0027

0.006
0.0041
0.047

Variable

-0.303

-0.031

Relative GDP, 1970d
Relative growth, 1970-80

0.404
-0.0075

-0.344
0.0042

-0.044
0.0021

Relative GDP, 1980
Relative growth, 1980-85

0.329
-0.0011

-0.302
0.0023

-0.023
-0.0016

0.035
0.0024

-0.290

-0.031

0.047

Relative GDP, 1970c

Relative GDP, 1985

0.363

0.324

0.066
-0.0031

Sources: Data up through 1970 are from Molle (1980). Data after 1970 are from Eurostat (various years). The four
northern regions for Italy are Piemonte (number 23 in table 5), Valle d'Aosta (24), Liguria (25), and Lombardia (26).
The seven southern regions for Italy are Campania (35), Abruzzi (36), Molise (37), Puglia (38), Basilicata (39),
Calabria (40), and Sicilia (41). The six northern regions for the United Kingdom are North (12), Yorkshire-Humberside
(13), North-West (18), West Midlands (19), Wales (20), and Scotland (21). Northern Ireland is excluded here. The
four southern regions for the United Kingdom are East Midlands (14), East Anglia (15), South-East (16), and SouthWest (17).
a. The variable is regional relative to national per capita GDP, calculated as the ratio of logs. Both regional and

nationaldata are unweightedmeansof the disaggregateddata.
b. The variableis regionalrelativeto the nationalannualgrowthrateof percapitaGDP. Bothregionalandnational
dataare unweightedmeansof the disaggregateddata.
c. Dataare fromMolle(1980).
d. Dataare fromEurostat(variousyears).

to 1985correspondwell to the predictedbehaviorimpliedby thejointly
estimatedvalue fromthe last equationof table 6. Thatvalue impliesthat
the northernregionsshouldhave grownon averageat a rate0.70 percent
a year below the mean, whereasthe southernregionsshouldhave grown
on averageat a rate 0.51 percent a year above the mean. Thus, there is
nothingsurprisingin the relativeperformancesof the regionsof northern
and southernItaly. The south of Italy has not yet caught up because it
startedfar behindthe north, and the rate of d convergenceis only about
2 percenta year.
Table 7 also shows comparablestatistics for the north and south of
the United Kingdom. (The region for Northern Ireland-a substantial
outlierfor the United Kingdom-is excluded from these calculations.)
One immediate observation is that the magnitude of the dispersion
between the northand south of the United Kingdomis trivialrelativeto
that between the northand south of Italy. In any event, because the six
northernand four southernregions began in 1950with similaraverages
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for per capita GDP, the theory predicts that subsequent growth rates
would also be similar.In fact, the northernregionsgrew by 0.05 percent
a year below the mean, whereas the southernones grew at 0.07 percent
a yearabove the mean. Therefore,in 1985,the averagelevel of percapita
GDP in the northwas about 3 percent below the mean, whereas that in
the southwas about5 percentabove the mean. Althoughthe theorydoes
not predictthis outcome, these resultscan likelybe explainedby sectoral
disturbancesthat affected the regions differentially(and in a way that
was uncorrelatedwith the initiallevels of per capitaGDP).

The Implications of

IIConvergence

A strikingaspect of ourfindingsis the similarityin the estimatedrates
of I convergencein differentcontexts. We firstsummarizethe elements
of this empiricalregularity,then assess the similarityin the estimates
from a theoreticalperspective, and finally show the significanceof the
results by applyingthem to developmentsin recently unifiedGermany.
We find ampleevidence that poorer regions within a countrytend to
grow faster than richerregions, a propertythat we call 1 convergence.
For U.S. per capitapersonalincome from 1880to 1988,we estimatethe
speed of convergence, 3, to be around2 percenta year whetherwe look
withinor across the four majorgeographicalregions. We also get similar
estimates of 1 when we examine per capita gross state product from
1963 to 1986. For the output measure, 1 convergence appears within
eight standardnonagriculturalsectors of production(mining;construction; manufacturing;transportation;wholesale andretailtrade;finance,
insurance,real estate; services; andgovernment),althoughthe size of 1
for manufacturingis substantiallyhigherthanthose for the othersectors.
The resultsfor 73 regionsof seven Europeancountries(Germany,the
United Kingdom, Italy, France, the Netherlands, Belgium, and Denmark)applyto per capitagross domestic productfrom 1950to 1985.The
estimated rates of 1 convergence are similar to those found for the
United States; in particular,we see no evidence that poor regions, such
as those in southern Italy, are being systematically left behind in the
growth process. For the seven countries considered in this study, the
cross-countryestimatesof 1 are similarto the within-countryestimates.
We have, in other recent work, obtainedestimates of 1 for a broader
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cross section of countriesin the post-World WarII period:one sample
contains20 OECDcountriesandanothercomprisesa less homogeneous
groupof 98 countries.41 If we examine only the simple relationbetween
thepercapitagrowthrateandinitialpercapitaproduct,thenthe estimates
of 1 are around1 percenta year for the OECDsampleand near0 for the
larger sample. Recall, however, that the neoclassical growth model
summarizedby equation 1 predicts a conditionalform of convergence
in which differencesin per capitaproductenterrelativeto differencesin
steady-statepositions, 9* and<x*.If we holdconstantadditionalvariables
that we interpretas proxies for differences across countries in steadystate positions, then we againobtainestimates of 1 in the neighborhood
of 2 percent a year.42These results suggest that the ranking of the
divergence in the steady-state values goes from the heterogeneous
collectionof 98 countriesat the top to the relativelyhomogeneousOECD
countriesto the still morehomogeneousregionswithinthe United States
or within the seven European countries. In the regional context, our
long-periodestimatesof f3dependlittle on whetherwe hold constantthe
proxies for steady-state values, a result that suggests little regional
variationof steady-statevalueswithinthe countriesthatwe have studied.
The neoclassical growthmodel does not imply that the convergence
coefficient, 1, would be the same in all times and places. The coefficient
depends, as we discussed before, on the underlying parameters of
technology and preferences, but not on differences in technologies or
governmentpolicies that can be representedas proportionaleffects on
the productionfunction, that is, as variationsin the parameterA in the
function, Af(k). These A-type effects have important influences on
steady-stateoutputper worker,9*, but not on the speed with which an
economy approachesits steady state. Therefore,economies that differ
greatly in some respects may nevertheless exhibit similar rates of 1
convergence.
We noted thata greaterdegreeof labormobilityleads theoreticallyto
a higherconvergence coefficient. This effect means that the rates of 3
convergence would be higherfor the regions within countries than for
across countries. Direct estimates for the effect of net migrationacross
the U.S. states indicate, however, that this effect is small. In particular,
41. Barroand Sala-i-Martin(1991,table5).
42. See Barroand Sala-i-Martin(1991,table5).
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the magnitudeof the effect is not largeenoughto generatea statistically
detectablegap between the 1 coefficientsfor regions and countries.
Capital mobility also tends to be greater across regions within a
country than across countries. The effects of capital mobility on 1
convergence are, however, difficultto pin down. With identical technologies, capitalmobilityspeeds up convergencefor per capitaproduct
but slows down convergence for per capita income. Ourresults for the
U.S. states show littledistinctionin the dynamicsof productandincome,
an observation that leads us to deemphasize capital mobility. Also, if
technologies (includinggovernmentpolicies) differ across economies,
then capitalmay move from poor to rich economies and therebylead to
divergence of per capita product. Thus, it is not obvious that greater
capitalmobilityacross regionsthanacross countrieswouldleadto higher
rates of 1 convergencefor regionsthanfor countries.
Suppose that, despite the theoretical ambiguities, we take it as an
empiricalregularitythat the rate of 1 convergence is roughly2 percent
a year in a variety of circumstances. We can highlight the potential
significance of this finding by showing how it applies to the recent
unificationof East and West Germany.43Suppose that the ratio of the
West's per capita income to the East's in 1990 is two, the order of
magnitudesuggested by George Akerlof and his coauthors. Then a ,
coefficient of 2 percent a year implies that the East's per capitaincome
would grow initiallyby 1.4 percenta year higherthan the West's.'"The
half-lifeof this convergenceprocess is 35 years; that is, it would take 35
years for half of the initial East-West gap to be eliminated.Thus, the
results extrapolatedfrom our findingsfor regions of the United States
and Europe and for a variety of countries imply that East Germany's
achieving "parity"in the shortrunis unimaginable.

43. A paper,Akerlofand others (1991),in this volume explores the issue of German
unification.
44. Wecan also use the findingsforthe UnitedStates(table2) to estimatenet migration
fromGermany'sEast to its West. The resultingestimate(whichallowsfor the differences
in per capitaincome and populationdensity, but not for differencesin amenities)is that
1.2 percent, or 203,000, of the people residingin the East would migrateto the West.
Akerlofandothers(1991,table9) show thatthe net out-migrationfromthe East averaged
about22,800a month,or 274,000at an annualrate,over the threemonthssince unification
in July 1990.Althoughthis rate exceeds our estimateof 203,000,the extrapolationof the
U.S. experienceto Germanydoes providea reasonableorderof magnitude.
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TABLES

Table Al. PersonalIncomeData for U.S. States, 1880-1988
Variable
Log of incomea

Growthof incomec

Shareof agricultured

Structuralcompositionvariablee

Regionaldummies
East
South
Midwest
West

Year(s)
1880b
1900
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1988
1880-1988b
188019OOb
1900-20
1920-30
1930-40
1940-50
1950-60
1960-70
1970-S80
1980-88
1880b
1900
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1930-40
1940-50
1950-60
1960-70
1970-80
1980-88
...
...
...
...

Mean
0.478
0.719
0.995
1.026
1.170
1.661
1.805
2.112
2.262
2.425
0.0181
0.0126
0.0138
0.0030
0.0144
0.0492
0.0143
0.0308
0.0150
0.0204
0.307
0.273
0.211
0.134
0.122
0.117
0.058
0.040
0.020
0.0164
0.0393
0.0103
0.0254
0.0044
0.0464

Standard
deviation
0.545
0.465
0.327
0.401
0.356
0.244
0.208
0.168
0.150
0.194
0.0045
0.0083
0.0105
0.0140
0.0090
0.0147
0.0065
0.0063
0.0067
0.0141
0.184
0.150
0.120
0.087
0.084
0.087
0.050
0.040
0.019
0.0012
0.0020
0.0082
0.0028
0.0026
0.0058

0.229
0.292
0.250
0.229

...
...
...
...

Sources: Bureauof EconomicAnalysis(1984),Easterlin(1960a,1960b),and Suirvey of CurrentBusiness, various
issues. Exceptwherenoted, all figuresincludeobservationsfor the continentalstates.
a. The log of income is the log of real per capita personalincome in state i at time t, or log (Yi,),whereyi, is
nominalpersonalincomein thousandsof nominaldollarsper person,dividedby the overallCPI(1982as base year).
b. Oklahomais excludedfromthe 1880data. Wyomingis excludedfromthe 1880data on the shareof personal
incomeoriginatingin agriculture.
c. The variableis the averageannualgrowthrate of real per capitapersonalincomein state i betweenyears t- T
and t: (1/7) log (yi y/Yj,t- T).
d. The variableis the shareof personalincomeoriginatingin agriculturein state i at time t: Agryi,.
e. The structuralcompositionvariable,Si,, describedin the text is based on the divisionof productioninto nine
sectors.
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Table A2. Gross State Product Data, 1963-86
Variable
LogofGSPa

Growthof GSPb

Structuralcompositionvariablec

Growthof sectoralproductivityd
Construction
Mininge
Manufacturing
Transportation
Trade
FIRE
Services
Government
Log of sectoralproductivityd
Construction
Mininge
Manufacturing
Transportation
Trade
FIRE
Services
Government
Log of sectoralproductivityd
Construction
Mininge
Manufacturing
Transportation
Trade
FIRE
Services
Government

Year(s)

Mean

Standard
deviation

1963
1969
1975
1981
1986
1963-86
1963-69
1969-75
1975-81
1981-86
1963-69
1969-75
1975-81
1981-86

2.138
2.360
2.456
2.580
2.659
0.0227
0.0370
0.0159
0.0207
0.0159
0.0282
0.0053
0.0156
0.0158

0.181
0.155
0.145
0.181
0.142
0.0050
0.0087
0.0149
0.0146
0.0260
0.0037
0.0060
0.0080
0.0112

1963-86
1963-86
1963-86
1963-86
1963-86
1963-86
1963-86
1963-86

-0.0223
-0.0082
0.0282
0.0230
0.0105
0.0006
-0.0053
-0.0062

0.0117
0.0178
0.0076
0.0047
0.0033
0.0058
0.0041
0.0045

1963
1963
1963
1963
1963
1963
1963
1963

2.233
2.727
2.213
2.631
2.065
3.494
1.996
1.840

0.172
0.505
0.224
0.076
0.087
0.190
0.118
0.216

1986
1986
1986
1986
1986
1986
1986
1986

3.697
4.353
3.737
4.300
3.318
4.750
3.325
3.285

0.282
0.456
0.119
0.109
0.096
0.153
0.114
0.161

Source: Renshaw,Trott, and Friedenberg(1988). Except where noted, all figuresincludeobservationsfor the
continentalstates.
a. The log of GSP is the log of real per capitaGSP in state i at time t, or log (yi,), whereyi, is nominalGSP in
thousandsof nominaldollarsper person,dividedby the nationaldeflatorfor GSP (1982as base year).
b. The variableis the averageannualgrowthrateof real per capitaGSP between years t- T and t: (1/7) log (yi,/
Yi,t- T).

c. The structuralcompositionvariablefor GSP is basedon a divisionof productioninto 54 sectors.
d. Sectoiai productivityis definedas the contributionof the sector to realGSP per worker.
e. Connecticut,Delaware, Maine, Massachusetts,New Hampshire,and Rhode Island, which have negligible
mining,are excludedfromthe analysis.
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Table A3. Data for European Regions, 1950-85
Standard
deviation

Variable

Year(s)

Mean

Log of GDPa

1950
1960
1970b
1970c
1980
1985
1950-85

...

. ..

0.395
0.387
0.306
0.334
0.337
0.234
0.0088

1950-60

...

0.0159

1960-70
1970-80
1980-85

...
...

0.0190
0.0098
0.0331

1950
1960
1970
1950
1960
1970

0.319
0.231
0.142
0.373
0.412
0.430

0.199
0.165
0.110
0.125
0.106
0.080

1970
1980
1985
1970
1980
1985

0.076
0.050
0.045
0.430
0.403
0.362

0.051
0.035
0.030
0.079
0.066
0.065

Growthof GDPa

Sectoralshares in employment
Agriculture
Industry
Sectoralshares in GDPd
Agriculture

Industry
Countrydummies
Germany
Italy
United Kingdom
France
Netherlands
Belgium
Denmark

...
...

...
...
...

...
...

..

...
...
...

...

0.151
0.274
0.151
0.288
0.055
0.041
0.041

Sources: Data up through1970are fromMolle(1980).Data after 1970are fromEurostat(variousyears).
a. The levels of per capitaGDPfor differentyears are based on noncomparable
indexes.
b. Dataare fromMolle(1980).
c. Data are fromEurostat(variousyears).
d. Three regionsof Denmarkare excludedfrom the sectoralshare in GDP data. For the regressions,the 1980
valuesfor Denmarkwere approximatedfromthe availabledatafor 1974.
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Table A4. Migration Data for the U.S. States, 1880-1987

Variable
Net migration ratea

Population densityb

Heati
Log (Heat,)

Year(s)

Mean

Standard
deviation

1900-87
1900-40
1940-87
1900-20
1920-30
1930-40
1940-50
1950-60
1960-70
1970-80
1980-87
1880c
1900
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980

0.0034
0.0051
0.0019
0.0107
-0.0002
-0.0086
0.0004
0.0009
0.0009
0.0055
0.0020
0.0388
0.0559
0.0771
0.0906
0.0935
0.1062
0.1247
0.1416
0.1504

0.0107
0.0119
0.0113
0.0187
0.0115
0.0069
0.0140
0.0167
0.0112
0.0123
0.0086
0.0521
0.0797
0.1145
0.1342
0.1379
0.1553
0.1817
0.2081
0.2099

. . .
. . .

5,033
8.407

2,116
0.539

Source: Bureau of the Census (1975, 1990). Except where noted, the figures include observations for the continental
states.
a. The variable is the average annual rate of net in-migration, nzi,.
b. Population density, rrnt,is thousands of people per square mile of total area.
c. Oklahoma is excluded from the 1880 data.

Comments
and Discussion
OlivierJean Blanchard: Macroeconomistshave rediscoveredregional
economics. The reasons are simple. Regions offer them a new, larger
data set; there are many more regions (cities and states) than countries,
and econometricexplorationof the Summersand Heston country data
set is sufferingfromstronglydecreasingreturns.1 Comparisonsof regions
offermuchbettercontrolledexperimentsthancomparisonsof countries.
And, inmanycases, whatwe hopeto uncover,fromthe rolesof increasing
returns and externalities in growth to the workings of labor markets,
may be easier to pick up at a higherlevel of disaggregation.
Two papersby Robert Barroand Xavier Sala-i-Martin,this one and
a predecessor,presentthe basic facts of regionalgrowth.2 Both establish
what has long been known as a stylized fact: the convergenceof income
across regionsin the United States is a robustfact. Theircontributionis
both in the simple conceptualframeworkthey use to set up the appropriateregressionsand in the clarityof the results they obtain. I have no
doubtthat these two paperswill triggersubstantialfurtherresearch.
Withthis in mind, I shall organizemy commentsin two parts. In the
first I shall propose an alternative but, I think, more appropriate
frameworkfor interpretingthe results of regionalconvergence. In the
second, empirical,part I shall use the time dimensionof the data more
systematicallyto strengthenand extend the authors'results.
U.S. States as Small Open Economies

In their initial model the authors characterizethe U.S. states as 50
smallclosed "Solow economies" producingidenticalgoods. Laborand
1. See SummersandHeston (1991)for the most recentversionof the data.
2. BarroandSala-i-Martin(1990).
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capital mobility, as well as random shocks, are later introduced, but
largelyas add-ons.Thismaybe the rightfirst-passmodelwhencomparing
countries;it surely is not when comparingU.S. states-it may actually
give the wrongmessage. In lightof that model, the readermay conclude
that the main fact about regionalgrowth in the United States has been
the convergence of personal income per capita, presumablycaused by
the adjustmentof capital-laborratios. This conclusion would be wrong.
Surely, an equally importantfact is the amazingrange of employment
growth rates across states; as is shown in my figure 1, over the last 40
years averageannualemploymentgrowthrates have rangedfrom close
to 0 percentfor West Virginiato above 5 percent for Nevada, Arizona,
andFlorida.The challengeis to reconcilethis rangeof growthrates with
the authors'fact of convergence in incomes per capita.
To do this, a better startingpoint is to thinkof the 50 states as 50 small
open economies, each producingdifferentgoods, under conditions of
highfactormobility.3 Thishas a numberof implicationsfor convergence.
To draw them out, I sketch a simplistic model and use it to study
convergence underalternativeassumptionsabout shocks, technology,
andfactor mobility.
MOBILITY.
Assume that
=
there are n states, denoted by i, with i
1, . .. , n, each producing a
PRODUCTION,

DEMAND,

AND

FACTOR

differentgood. Then assume that the productionand demandfunctions
for the good i are given by:
(1)

(qit - qt) = a(lit- lt) + (1 - a)(kit - kt) + Oit,

(2)

(Pi - pt) = -d(qit - qt) +

Ei.

All variablesare in logs. The variablesqit,lit,kit,andpit stand for state
output, employment, capital, and output price respectively. The same
variableswithout an i subscriptrefer to nationalaverages.4Equation 1
is obtainedby subtractionof the aggregateproductionfunctionfromthe
state productionfunction:states are assumedto have the same production functionbut differenttechnologicalshocks; Oi,standsfor the statespecifictechnologicalshock. The relativedemandfor the state outputis
3. Thisalternativeapproachis obviouslynotoriginal;indeedit underliesmostprevious
studiesof regionalgrowth.See forexamplethe remarkable1951Departmentof Commerce
studyof regionaltrends;Wardwell(1951).
4. This formalizationmakes the standardfudge of implicitly definingaverages as
geometricratherthanarithmeticmeans.
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Figure 1. Growth in Employmentand Per Capita Income across U.S. States,
1950-88
Per capita income growth (percent)
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Source: Barro and Sala-i-Martin and DRI data base. The average annual growth in employment and real per capita
income in each state over the period is shown. Connecticut, Maine, Rhode Island, Delaware, Maryland, Michigan,
and Hawaii are excluded.

a decreasing function of its relative price; Ei, stands for the shock to
relativedemand.To the extent thatstates producedifferentgoods, shifts
in relative productivity or in relative demand are likely to contain a
permanentcomponent. Thus, in what follows, I shall assume both Oi,
andEi, to be nonstationary.
Clearly, the assumptionthat states produce a given good, or even a
given basket of goods, is too strong. That, at any point in time, there is
substantialspecializationacross states in the productionof goods is not
at issue;behindthe scene, increasingreturnsmustplay an importantrole.
This theme has been most recently explored, both analyticallyand empirically,by PaulKrugman.5His Gini coefficientsof sectoraldispersion
by state show the degreeto which U.S. states indeeddifferin theircom5. Krugman (1991).
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position of production.But, it is also true that as goods experiencetheir
life cycles, states move from the productionof old goods to that of new
goods. The question is whetherthis complex process is better approximatedby the assumptionsabove or, by, say, the assumptionthat Oitand
Eitare stationary,thatby changingthe basketof goods they producestates
can avoid permanenteffects of changes in relative demandand relative
technologicalprogress.Onefact suggeststhatnationsaregood at changing their basket of goods over time: nations that grow fast do not experiencesteadydecreasesin theirtermsof trade,as wouldlikelybe the case
if they sold an unchangingproductionbasket.6But as anybodywho has
seen the movie Roger and Me andthe desperateattemptsof Flint, Michigan, to replace the employmentlost in the automobileindustryknows,
cities often have a hardtime replacingdying industries.Having flagged
the issue, I shall leave it at that in these comments.
Mobility of factors across states is crucial to understandingthe
dynamics of regionalgrowth in the United States, but because of data
limitationsdirect evidence on capitalmobilityis sketchy. To the best of
my knowledgethe most recent study of capitalflows across U.S. states
is a 1965study by J. Thomas Romans, using data up to 1957.7Figure 2
plots his findingsfor gross saving and investment rates in 1957for the
eightU. S. regions. Thereis roughlyzero correlationbetweeninvestment
and saving: saving rates are rathersimilaracross regions, while investment rates vary from around 11 percent for New England to over 20
percent in the Southwest. The Feldstein-Horiokapuzzle clearly does
not apply across U.S. regions, and capital mobility was already very
high in 1957.8 With respect to the mobility of labor, Barro and Sala-iMartin document the scope of migration. Another revealing statistic
relating to migrationis the range of annual employmentgrowth rates
across states thatI mentionedearlier,a rangemuchlargerthanthe range
across Europeancountries,for example.
I assume laborand capitalmobilityare given by:
(3)
(4)

- 4+l) = (li, - lt) + b(wit- wt),
(kit+ - kt+ ) = (kit - kt) + c(rit - r),
(li,

6. See for exampleKrugman(1989).
7. Romans (1965).

8. FeldsteinandHorioka(1980).
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Figure 2. Saving and Investment Rates across U.S. Regions, 1957
Gross investmentrate (percent)
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Source: Romans (1965).

where w and r stand for logarithmsof wages and of rates of returnon
capital;they are assumed to equal the value marginalproductsof labor
andcapitalrespectively.Underthis specification,factorsarefixedwithin
the period. Short-run(one-period)elasticities to wage and interest rate
differentialsare given by b and c respectively. And, unless b or c equals
zero, the long-runelasticities are infinite.An implicitassumptionis that
people have the same consumptionacross states. Relaxingthis assumption or allowingfor state-specificamenities to enter the labor mobility
equationis straightforwardbut unimportantin whatfollows.
It is easy under these assumptions to derive the joint behavior of
capital, employmentand output in each region. But in the generalcase
the equationcharacterizingoutput is of higherorder than that derived
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by the authorsundertheir set of assumptions.I shall thus consider two
specialcases: zero labormobility(b = 0, c > 0) andzero capitalmobility
(c = 0, b > 0), for which the reducedformfor regionalper capitaoutput
is the same as the authors'. Those special cases are enough for my
purposes.
CONVERGENCE

UNDER

CAPITAL

MOBILITY.

Assume that labor is

immobile, so that b = 0, and is identicallydistributedacross states, so
that lit - lt = 0. Let yit qit + Pit - lit be the nominal value of state
output per capita and Yt qt + Pt - t be the correspondingnational
average. Like the authors, I am interested in the behavior of Yit- Yt,
relativereal state outputper capita, both across time and across states.
Using the equationsand assumptionsabove and solvingfor the wage
and the returnto capital, it is easy to derive the time-seriesbehaviorof
Yit- Yt,or "relativeoutput" in what follows:
(5)

(Yit - Yt)

=

(1 -

y(Y-I-

Yt- I) + Zit,

c[1 - (1 - a)(1 - d)],and

where

zit [(1 -

d)0it + Eit]

-

(1

- c)[(-

+ Eit-1]

d)Oi-,

Thus, relative outputfollows a first-orderprocess with forcingterm zi.
Equation 5 can be rearrangedto give the growth rate in state i for a
given t,
(6)

(Yit-Yu- 1) = (Yt - Yt- I) -

(Yit- I -Yt- I) + Zit.

The growth rate in state i depends on the U.S. growth rate, on the
difference between the initial state and U.S. levels, and on the disturbance term. Finally, rearrangingand solving recursivelyfrom time 0 to
time t gives an equationsimilarto that derivedby the authors:
(7)

(1/T)(yiT

where UiT

-

Yio) =

(l/T)[ZiT

( lIT)(yT - YO)
- (1/T)[1 - (1 -

+ (1 -

p3T](yo

) ZiT-1 + * * * + (1

-

-)

Yo) + UiT,

z,1

The average rate of growth in state i over T periods depends on the
national growth rate, the difference at time 0 between the state and
nationallevels, and a disturbanceterm, which in turn depends on the
value of the shocks between time 1 and T. Two conclusions follow from
equations5, 6, and 7.
First(assumingthat I can be estimatedconsistentlyin a cross-section
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regression of equation 7, an issue to which I shall returnbelow), the
economy will exhibit a positive I and will show, using the authors'
terminology," 3 convergence" as long as eithera or d is positive. Thus,
even if states exhibit constant returns to capital, so that a = 0,
I convergence will hold as long as they do not face a perfectly elastic
demandfor theirproduct.In this sense, I convergencefor U. S. regions
does not by itself tell us muchaboutthe crucialtechnologicalparameter
in endogenousgrowthmodels, the returnsto scale to adjustablefactors.
Second, even when I is positive, if the state-specific shocks to
technology and relative demand are nonstationary, state outputs per
capita will eventually diverge arbitrarilyfar from each other.9Technically, this comes from the fact that in equation5 the disturbancetermis
the sum of nonstationaryprocesses and is itself nonstationary;this in
turnimplies that relative state outputper capita is also nonstationary.10
The intuitionbehind the result is straightforward.In a world of statespecific shocks and no labor mobility, the movement of capital will
amplifythe effects of the shocks on outputper capita, by movingto the
states that are experiencingpositive shocks. This amplificationeffect
can be seen furtherby assuming, for example, that both the E and 0
shocks follow randomwalks and by computingthe elasticity of relative
output with respect to an innovation in either of the two shocks. It is
easy to see that in this case the ratio of the long-runto the short-run
elasticity of per capita relative output is equal to 1/[1 - (1 - a)(1 - d)],

which, if 1 is positive, exceeds unity.
To summarize,givenanarbitrarydistributionof capitalandanabsence
of shocks, an economy with capital mobilityand no labor mobilitywill
converge to equal per capita state output;this is what is capturedby 1
convergence.But capitalmovementswill reinforcethe effects of shocks
and, if the shocks includea permanentcomponent,will eventuallylead
to divergence in per capita state outputs. Let me now contrast these
resultswith the opposite case of labormobilityand no capitalmobility.
Assume now thatcapital
UNDER LABOR MOBILITY.
CONVERGENCE
is immobile,so that c = 0, and identicallydistributedacross states, so
9. Againusingtheterminologydevelopedby Barroinearlierpapersandbrieflyreferred
to in this paper,this economywill not exhibitC convergence.
10. If c is equal to zero, that is if thereis no capitalmobility,the disturbancetermis
stationarybut C is equal to zero, so that relative state outputs per capita are still
nonstationary.
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that kit - kt = 0. Then following the same steps as before, the behavior

of relativestate outputper capitais given by:
(Yit - y) =

(8)

where now f3 b[1
Zit

[(I

-

(1 -

Yt-i) + Zit,

yit-

a(l - d)], and
d)Oit

+

Eit]

-[(I

-

d)it-

I +

Eit -1].

As before, we can reorganizeandsolve recursivelyto obtainan equation
for the state rate of growthover T periods. The equationis the same as
equation7, thoughe and zitare definedas above.
Whatcan we say aboutconvergencein this economy?This economy
will exhibit 1 convergence as long as either a is less than unity or d is
positive (and as long as 1 can be estimatedconsistently). Thus, again 1
convergence may hold even if the technology exhibits constant returns
to the adjustablefactor, in this case labor.
But, and this is now differentfrom the case of capital mobility, this
economyalso exhibitsconvergence,even when the shocks to technology
and demand have a permanentcomponent. Because of the stochastic
natureof the shocks, the states do not converge to the same value, but
eventuallythe economy settles in a stochastic steady state with a stable
distribution of output per capita across states. Technically, this is
because in equation 8 the shocks 0 and E enter as first differences, so
that even when they are not stationary, the disturbance term zit in
equation 8, and by implicationthe relative state output per capita, is
stationary.In other words,just like the movementof capitalearlierthe
movementof laboramplifiesthe effects of the shocks on total outputby
movingto the states thatare experiencingpositive shocks; but, because
of decreasingreturnsto labor, the movementof labor into those states
decreases the effects of the shocks on outputper capita. In response to
a shock, labor moves until wages are again equalized. At that point,
outputsper capitaare also equalized.
In the generalcase of capitalandlabormobility,the behaviorof state
outputfollows a slightlymore complex process than that in equation8,
and I shall not characterizeit here.-"But the results are easy to state.
Such an economy is likely to exhibit 1 convergence, so that 1 convergence does not tell us much about the underlying technology. The
11. A case thatis simpleto solve is b = c = 1. In thatcase, the equationof motionfor
outputis againthe sameformas equation9.
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dynamic effects of shocks on state output per capita are amplifiedby
capitalmobility,dampenedby labormobility.Yet the presence of labor
mobility leads eventually to convergence and a stable distributionof
state outputsper capita.
Are U.S. States Converging?

In the first part of my comments I have arguedthat J3convergence
does not implyconvergence. In the second part,I want to do two things.
First, I want to show how one can use the same data as Barroand Salai-Martinto test (informally,at this point) for convergence. To do this,
however, one must exploit the time dimensionof the data more systematically than the authors have done. I shall follow two different approaches;both stronglysuggest convergence. Second, I want to glance
at the relationbetween employmentand per capita income growth and
see how it conformsto the model sketched above.
DISPERSION OVER TIME. The first approach is based on a simple
idea. If there really is convergence, then, controllingfor initial levels,
average rates of growth of states should become more similaras they
are computedover longerperiodsof time.
To implementthe idea, considerthe cross-section regressionversion
of equation7, the regressionof the T-periodstate growthrates on their
initiallevel and a constant:
(9) (1IT)(YT

- YiO)= AT

whereAT=(1IT)(yT
UiT3

(1/T)[ziT

-(1/T)[1

- (1 -13)T]y,

- yO) + (1/T)[1 -y(1
+ (1 - 3)ZiT-1 + *

-

+ uiT,fori

= 1 ton;

)3Yyo,and
+ (1 -

In thatregression,note thatthe disturbanceterm, uj,, is a weightedsum,
with decreasingweights of currentand past zj,'s, which are themselves
linear combinationsof the underlyingdemandand productionshocks.
For the economy to exhibit convergence, the zit's must be stationary;
this was the case in the previous section underthe assumptionof labor
mobility.
This suggests a simple test, based on looking at what happensto the
estimatedstandarderrorof the regression,cr(T),as we increase T. If the
underlyingzit'sare indeed stationary,then the estimatedcr(T)shouldgo
to zero. In other words, controllingfor initial conditions, the average
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annualstate rates of growthof outputover Tperiods shouldconverge to
the same value. But, if the zi,'s are nonstationary-as was the case with
capitalbut no labormobility-u(T) shouldinsteadconverge to a strictly
positive value.
The values of u(T) obtainedfrom estimationof equation9 over T =
1 to 38, using datafrom 1950to 1988on personalincome per capita, are
shown in figure 3. In all regressions, the initial level is the 1950level.
Thus,for example,the "actualvalue" of cr(5),whichis nearO.01percent,
is the standarderrorof the regressionof state growthrates from 1950to
1955 on a constant and their initial level in 1950. As a reference, the

Figure 3. Actual and Predicted Dispersion of Per Capita Income
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Source: Author'sown calculationsusingannualdatafromDRI database.
a. Dispersionis measuredby the standarderrorof the regressionof equation9 in the text over T = I to 38, using
annualdata from 1950to 1988.The predictedvalue of the standarderrorof the regressionsfor an economy that
exhibitsconvergence(see the assumptionslisted in the text) is also shown.
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figure also gives the predicted behavior of cr(T)for an economy that
exhibits convergence. More specifically, it gives the predictedvalue of
the standarderror of the regression under the following assumptions:
the two underlyingshocks, Ei,and Oit, follow randomwalks; I is equalto
2 percent a year; zi, is equal to the sum of the first differencesof Ei,and
Oi,(as in the case of labor mobilitytreatedin the previous section); and
innovationsin zi,have a standarderrorof 2 percenta year.
The figure speaks fairly clearly. The estimated standarderror decreases strongly with T, the horizon over which average growth rates
are computed. It actuallydeclines faster at the beginningthanwould be
predictedin an economy thatexhibitedconvergence and in which statespecific shocks followed randomwalks. This suggests the presence of a
substantialtransitorycomponentin state-specificshocks. At long horizons, however, the predictedandactualvaluesareroughlyindistinguishable and appearto converge to zero at the same slow rate. The evidence
in this figuresupportsconvergence.
CONVERGENCE

COEFFICIENT

OVER TIME.

The second approach is

also based on a simpleidea. Suppose that shocks to relativedemandand
productionhad permanenteffects on state outputper capita, so that the
economy did not exhibit convergence. Suppose that, to a firstapproximation,at the beginningof the authors'samplein 1880,the distribution
of capital and income across states was mostly the result of historical
accidents such as the Civil War:that is, historicalevents with no or few
steady-state implications. Then, we would expect to observe strong
convergence at the beginningof the sample. But, were we to estimate,
for example, the authors'regressionover successive ten-yearintervals,
we would expect the initiallevel of income for each of these ten-year
intervalsto be more and more correlatedwith the permanenteffects of
shocks along the way, and thus convergenceto be weakerand weaker.
It is easy to make the argumentmore formal. Considerrunningfor a
given t a cross-section regressionof yearly growthrates on initiallevels
alongthe lines of equation6, which I repeatfor convenience:
(Yit-Yi, 1) = (yt

-

Yt-i)

-

P(Yit-I - Yt-i) + Zit.

Supposethatthe economy does not exhibitconvergence, so thatthe zi,'s
are nonstationary.Suppose that for t = 1, the correlationbetween the
zil and the initiallevel of yiois indeed zero. Then ordinaryleast squares
estimationof , will lead to a consistent estimate. But, as we redo the
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same regression for higher values of t, that is, using later parts of the
sample,both zitandyit- Iare likely to dependmoreon past zi' s, andthus
to be more correlated.This leads to a largerdownwardbias in P. If the
economy insteadexhibitsconvergence, the zit'sare stationary,andthere
is no reason to expect an increasingbias as we move to later samples.
The same argumentsapply if instead of estimatingone-year growth
rates one looked at successive ten-yearsamples, using ten-yearaverage
growthrates. This line of reasoningsuggestsa simpletest, andone which
is performedin tables 1 and 3 by the authors, that of estimatingi over
successive intervals. While the estimated i is not stable throughtime
and is lower in the 1970s and 1980s, there is no strong evidence of a
steadydecrease. Thus, this also supportsthe hypothesisof convergence.
EMPLOYMENT

AND

OUTPUT

PER CAPITA.

Ultimately, we want to

identifythe sources and mechanismsof convergenceand the respective
roles of capitalandlabormobility.The authorsmakeprogressin studying
the response of migration.I want to go a bit further.To the extent that
states differin their rates of naturalpopulationgrowth-as indeed they
do-and as partof migrationmay not be relatedto employment(Florida,
for example), I thinkit is better to focus directlyon employmentrather
thanon migration.
Suppose that, as the previous evidence suggests, the U.S. economy
exhibits both i as well as true convergence. Whatwould we expect the
correlationbetween stateemploymentgrowthandstateoutputpercapita
growth to be? Again, the earliermodel with labor mobilitycan be used
to derive the correlationbetween the growth rates over differenthorizons. I shall, however, keep the argumentinformal.In thinkingabout
correlationbetween the two growthrates, there are two effects to keep
in mind.

First, to the extent thatrelativedifferencesin growthrates duringthe
sample at hand are due to capital and labor being reallocatedto undo
initialconditions, the model predicts a negative correlation.States that
are behind at the beginning of the period should experience capital
inflowsandlaboroutflows. Growthin outputper capitashouldbe higher
andemploymentgrowthshouldbe lower. Otherthingsequal, this should
generatea negativecorrelation.
But, to the extent thatgrowthduringthe sampleis due to the reaction
of capital and labor to state-specific shocks, the correlationshould be
positive instead. Favorableshocks shouldlead to an increasein relative
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Figure 4. The Effect of an Innovation in Personal Income Per Capita on Itself
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Source: Author's own calculations using annual data from DRI data base for the period 1950-88. The figure shows
the estimated dynamic response of the logarithm of relative per capita personal income to an innovation in per capita
personal income, which enters as a shock of I to e,j in equation 11.

outputper capitaand triggerhigheremploymentgrowth. Overtime, full
labor mobility implies that employmentgrowth should take place until
relative output per capita is back to its previous level. Thus, the
correlationbetween employmentgrowth and relative output should be
positive but go to zero when computedover long intervals.
Figures 4 and 5 (as well as figure 1) give some evidence about the
relation between employment growth and relative output per capita
growth.Figure 1gives the ratesof employmentandpersonalincomeper
capita across states for the period 1950-88. A regressionof one on the
other does not show much significance.If, however, Nevada is left out
(butwhy should it be?), the relationbecomes positive and significantthe effect of relativeoutputper capitagrowthon employmentgrowthis
0.79, with a t-statistic of 2.4. An extra point of growth in per capita
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Figure 5. The Effect of an Innovation in Personal Income Per Capita on
Employment
Deviation from equilibrium
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Source: Author'sown calculationsusingannualdatafromDRIdatabase for the period1950-88.The figureshows
the estimateddynamicresponseof the logarithmof relativeemploymentto an innovationin per capita personal
income, whichentersas a shock of I to Evil in equation11.

income is associated with an increase of 0.79 in employment growth.
Results are similarwhen four regionaldummiesare used as the authors
do.12Thus, both the figureand the simple regressions suggest that the
relative shocks triggeringemployment increases are importantto explainingregionalgrowthrates.
One can clearly go further. In the model I sketched earlier, shocks
firstshow up in personalincomepercapita, triggeringa responseof both
labor and capital. As employmentadjusts, personalincome eventually
returnsto normal. This suggests a simple bivariateexercise, one that
traces the dynamiceffects of an innovationin personalincome on both
12. Becauseof datalimitations,thefigureandthe regressions,as wellas the regressions
reportedbelow, are based on only 43 states. The excludedstates are Connecticut,Maine,
RhodeIsland,Delaware,Maryland,Michigan,and Hawaii.
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employmentand personalincome. I have takena roughfirstpass at it. I
have estimated the following bivariate process for employment and
personalincome per capita:
(10)
(11)

A(lit - lt) = all(L)(yit - yt) + a12(L)A(lit_j- lt1t) + E,lit
(yit - yt) = a2l(L)A(lit-I - lt1,) + a22(L)(yi.- - yt-1) +

Eyit.

The indexes i and t denote state and time. The variableI stands for the
log of nonagriculturalemployment, and y stands for the logarithmof
personalincome per capita. (As in the authors'paper,gross state output
would be better but is not availablefor a long enough period of time.)
The akj(L)are lag polynomials,and the presence of the currentvalue of
relativeincome in the employmentequationimpliesthat the two 's are
uncorrelated.The sign A stands for first differences. The specification
in terms of the level of yit - yt and the first difference in lit - lt is

consistent with the theory that implies stationarityof relative personal
income per capitaand nonstationarityof employmentand also with the
characteristicsof the data.
While this bivariateprocess can in principlebe estimated for each
state separately,I foundthat the dynamicswere not precisely estimated
when coefficientswere allowed to be state specific. I thus estimatedthe
bivariateprocess by groupingstates into three groups, North-Central,
West, and South, and forcing the coefficients to be equal with each
group.'3 I used annualdata for the period 1950-88. Figures4 and 5 give
the impliedestimateddynamicresponses of the levels of the logarithms
of relativepersonalincomeandemploymentto an innovationin personal
income, a shock of 1 to Eyit
The model sketched earlier implied that an innovation in personal
income should lead to a permanentincrease in relativeemployment,as
labor is attractedby the higher marginalproduct, and to an eventual
returnof relative personal income to normal,as labor mobilityruns its
course. Figures4 and5 arenearlybutnotfully consistentwiththe model.
In figure 4, personal income initially increases, but then returns to
normal,confirmingthe findingsof the authors.And in figure5, employment increases for all three regions. In both the South and the West, it
13. The groupingsdo not seem to do too muchviolence to the facts. I have left out the
states in the "West-North-Central"region, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Minnesota, Nebraska,NorthDakota,and SouthDakota,whichdependmoreheavilyon agricultureand
appearto be differentfromotherstates.
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remainsat a higher level, and the effects of an innovationin personal
income appearto be permanent.The long-runelasticity of employment
to the initial innovation is a bit above unity. In the case of the NorthCentralregions, however, the dynamic response suggests no long-run
effect of the innovationin personalincome on employment, something
thatonly happensin the formalmodel if the underlyingrelativetechnology and demandshocks have no permanentcomponent.
What conclusions do I draw from the set of results in this section?
There appears to be not only 3 convergence but also convergence of
outputper capitaacross U.S. states. The distributionof relativeoutputs
per capita seems to be converging toward a stable stochastic steadystate distribution.And a crucialelement appearsto be labormobilityin
responseto state-specificproductionanddemandshocks. Whatremains
on the agendais a better identificationof the adjustmentprocess, of the
change in the basket of goods being produced,and of the role of returns
to scale and of capital and labor mobility. This will requirethe use of
both the time-seriesand cross-section aspects of the regionaldata set.
Robert E. Hall: RobertBarroandXavier Sala-i-Martinhave marshaled
impressiveandpersuasiveevidence thatconvergenceof real incomes is
the rule. Froma given startingpoint, areaswith lower outputperworker
grow faster thanthose with higheroutput.
From the start, proponentsof convergence have had to deal with the
obvious econometricpointthaterrorsin measuringoutputcould explain
the relationbetween levels and subsequentgrowth, but a glance at figure 1 in this paperpersuades me that the findingis no artifactof errors
in the data.
What I get out of figure 1 is the following. In 1880, some states had
high levels of income, either because of advancedoverall development
(the NortheastandCalifornia)or the highrateof exploitationof minerals
(otherwestern states). Otherstates had low levels-mainly the states of
the Confederacy, which in 1880 were still much affected by the Civil
War. In the ensuing 108years, other states reachedadvanceddevelopment, the exploitation of minerals abated in the West, and the South
recovered, in part.All of this evidence is reasonablysummarizedby the
statementthatstates tendto convergetowarda commonlevel of income.
The paper presents strong evidence that historically special factors
were at work in 1880.The dispersionof income per capita across states
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fell dramaticallyafter 1880,as shown in figure4. The authorscomment
on the Civil War and the West's miningboom as factors making 1880
unusual. They also mention that the cross-sectional dispersion was
apparentlylower in the earlierpartof the nineteenthcentury.
Our ability to identify the special factors creating cross-sectional
dispersionin one particularyear does not weaken the point of the paper
that convergence is a generalphenomenon.Each idiosyncraticeventwars, opening up of minerals,and the like-pushes an area away from
its long-rungrowth path, but the process of convergence turns it back
towardthatpath.
Convergenceis not uniqueto the states of the United States. Further
carefulwork in this paper shows that the same 2 percent annualrate of
convergence applies for Europeanregions. Additionalempiricalwork
reportedin the papershows that there is muchmore to the convergence
process thanmigrationfrom low-incometo high-incomeregions.
Whatare the lessons for growththeory in this carefuland persuasive
empiricalpaper?Surprisinglyto me, the authorsseem to be reluctantto
draw conclusions with respect to the controversies in the blossoming
field of new growth theory. In equation 1 of this paper, the crucial
variable,9*, which is the steady-statelevel of percapitaincomefor state
i, has significanceforgrowththeory.I thereforediscuss severalimportant
featuresof this variable.
First, if states are geographicallyand mineralogicallyfeatureless,
there is an argumentthat 9* has the same value for all states. Consider
two snapshots like figure 1, taken far enough apartin time to eliminate
the influenceof the idiosyncraticevents creatingthe dispersion in the
first snapshot.The orderingof the states in the second snapshot should
be independent of the ordering in the first one. Refutation of this
hypothesis of strong convergence would presumablyoccur if this idea
were pursuedin a formalstatisticaltest. States are not homogeneousin
this sense.
Second, the authorsextend the modelto make9* dependon observed
variables-table 1 presents the results. The authors could construct a
new version of figure 1 in terms of deviationsfrom the estimated9* for
each state, instead of raw income levels. Then the same test mentioned
above could see if there were importantunobserveddifferencesamong
steady-stateincome levels across states.
Third, a furtherextension of the model would consider permanent
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unobserveddifferences in the 9*. Estimates of these parameterscould
be fishedout of the paneldataby standardmethods. Thenthe interesting
hypothesis to test would be the stabilityover time of the relativevalues
of 9* across states.
Fourth,a finalextension would let the unobserveddifferencesacross
states evolve over time. I would expect the time series process to be
highly persistent-for example, it may be that the difference between
Massachusettsand Connecticut'ssteady-statereal incomelevels evolves
as a randomwalk. In this model, it remainstruethatconvergenceoccurs
and the estimatedbeta is positive. On the other hand, the random-walk
difference in steady-states is the type of behavior predicted by new
growth theory models that do not imply convergence. Convergenceto
random-walksteady-state real income levels would be predicted by a
hybridof old and new growthmodels.
I believe that the data supportthe last version. The main reason is
work done by Andrew Bernardand Steven Durlaufin an econometric
frameworkthat asks a differentquestion-is convergence complete (in
the sense of a constant 9* over time) or is it partial(towarda drifting
9i Bernardand Durlauffind it to be partial.The basic evidence is a
unit root in the difference between the log incomes of pairs of states.
However, as Bernard and Durlauf are aware, there are problems in
interpretingthe evidence in the presence of low but positive rates of
convergencefromwidely varyingstartingpoints.
The last word is not in on the question of drift of the target of
convergence. I suspect that ultimatelywe will need to considerdrift.
Convergence occurs because of reasons identified in neoclassical
growththeory-the diminishingmarginalproductof labor,in particular.
Drift in steady-state income occurs because of reasons identified in
nonconvex new growth models. If the evidence supportsboth types of
behavior, then we need to adopt hybridmodels, with both neoclassical
and nonconvex elements.
The new growth models probably cannot explain the convergence
foundin thispaper.But the developersof those models, whenconfronted
withthe problemsof predictingthe effects of the CivilWaror the opening
up of westernmining,would probablyaugmenttheirmodels to consider
the convergence toward normal that would follow special events like
1. BernardandDurlauf(1991).
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these. In this respect, the evidence favoringconvergenceis not unfavorable to modernendogenousgrowththeory.
Thus, it is reasonable,but not terriblysurprising,to conclude that a
full growth model must contain convergence features. On the other
hand, drift in steady-state incomes calls for something more than the
neoclassical model. The data support new ideas as well. The careful
documentationof convergencein this papershouldnot limitour interest
in new growthmodels.
General Discussion
WilliamNordhaus and MartinBaily wished the authorshad made a
greatereffort to distinguishamong differentkinds of shocks and their
impacts. They proposed alternativesto capital deepening as the cause
of convergence.Nordhaussuggested,for example, thatthe rapidgrowth
of the United States duringWorldWarII was drivenlargelyby demand.
He also found it difficult to regard the slow recovery of the South
followingthe Civil Warand the rapidrecovery of WesternEuropeafter
WorldWarII as examples of the same growthprocess. Both Nordhaus
and Baily believed the decline in the importance of agriculture since the end of the nineteenthcenturywas significantfor convergence and noted that the authors'device of simplyincludingthe agriculturalshareobscuredits potentialimportance.Baily reasonedthat since
income from agricultureis largely dependent upon the productivityof
the land, differences in agriculturalincome would not converge. However, the increasedimportanceof manufacturingover the sampleperiod
tendedto equilibrateincome levels. Baily and Nordhausalso noted that
since transportationcosts were high at the beginning of the sample,
economic activity tended to be concentrated in small geographical
regions. Regions where activity was high had high levels of income. As
transportationcosts fell, activity became more dispersed, leading to
convergence.
Both panelistsfound it prematureto drawconclusions aboutproduction parametersbased on the speed of convergence. In particular,in
their view the findingof a beta of 2 percent a year was more likely due
to the presence of persistentshocks to income than a capitalcoefficient
of 0.8. Nordhauspointed out that if the high coefficient on capital is to
be explained by the presence of humancapital, then the convergence
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shouldhave been muchgreaterin the early periodswhen humancapital
was not as important. Christopher Sims noted that controlling for
characteristics that might explain permanent differences in income
increasedthe apparentrate of convergence. Hence focusing on similar
regions and conditioningon an increasingnumberof potential sources
of differencesin income are likely to increase the estimates of beta. He
noted, however, that such conditioningchanges the meaningof beta.
Since the conditioningvariables themselves are unexplained, a larger
fraction of the variance in income is unexplained. In effect, the betas
give estimates of the speed of convergence of the residual, not the
economic variable of interest. On the other hand, Sims found the
evidence of sigma convergence persuasive. He was struck by the
pervasiveness of this phenomenon, showing up for differentcountries
and time periods. Sims thoughtthis was strongevidence againstmodels
that imply nonstationarydifferences in the levels of income across
countries.
Several panelists suggested reasons the authors' estimates may understate the response of migrationto differences in income. Olivier
Blanchard proposed three possible explanations. First, the long-run
elasticity may be high even if the short-runelasticity is low, and these
long-runeffects may be hardto captureeconometrically.Second, much
of migrationis not employmentrelated and should not be expected to
respondto wage and income differentials.Retirees' migrationto Florida
is an example. He would have preferred the authors' focusing on
employmentmigration.Lastly, togetherwith RobertGordon,he noted
that the authors were unable to control for differences in the regional
cost of living. Since demandshocks are likely to move the cost of living
and nominalwages in the same direction, this omission is likely to bias
downwardthe authors'estimates of the effect of income differenceson
migration.Sala-i-Martinrespondedthatevidence frommetropolitanCPI
data suggests the differences in costs of living are not great enough to
have a significanteffect on theirresults.
In a relatedpoint, BarryBosworthwas surprisedthatthe inclusionof
countrydummiesdid not have a significanteffect upon the estimates of
the ratesof convergenceacross regionsin Europe. He hadexpected that
the difficulty of migratingbetween countries as opposed to between
regionswould lead to quite differentestimates. Barrosuggestedthat the
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effect would have been more pronouncedon a differentdata set, as the
countriesincludedwere all partof the EuropeanCommunity.
EdmundPhelpsandNordhausbothobservedthatthe authors'sample
choice may have biased the resultstowardconvergence. Phelps noticed
thatthe definitionof the south of Italy used in table 7 was unweightedby
populationand included some small middle states whose income rose
more than average over the sample. The four large states that extend
farthest south, Calabria,Poulia, Sicily, and Sardinia,did not catch up
with the rest of Italy over the sample period. Nordhaus observed that
Alaska and Hawaii were not includedwhile New Mexico was included
even thoughNew Mexico was not a state at the beginningof the sample
period. He also suggestedthat since PuertoRico and Mexico are within
the economic sphereof the United States, they shouldalso be included.
Incomes in Alaska and Mexico have divergedfrom U.S. incomes.
GordonandLawrenceKatz both asked aboutthe implicationof these
results for convergence across countries. Gordonwondered, in light of
the fact that this last decade has been one of backslidingfor Africa and
Latin America, how importantit was that South Carolinawas catching
up to Connecticut. Katz noted that the regions studied by the authors
have similarinstitutions,laws, and customs. He wonderedwhetherthat
is why regions in the United States and Europe converge and African
nations, for example, do not. Whether the impedimentsto growth in
LDCs are shortagesof capitalandotherresourcesor institutionalfactors
is a crucialpolicy issue, which unfortunatelycannot be addressedwith
the authors'data.
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